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PREFACE
One of the most significant theological movements of this genera
tion is exercising an increasingly large influence in American church
life. It has arisen out of the soil of American fundamentalism. The
distinguished character and ability of its leaders and the -wide-spread
exposition of its principles are combining to assure it a ready hearing
among many conservative ministers and laymen today. By common usage this
movement has come to be kno-wn as "Evangelicalism."
The emerging movement of evangelicalism does not as yet present
itself in any highly organized fom nor have its principles been all
thoroughly crys-tallized, Ho-wever, after more than twenty-five years it
is not too difficult to trace the his-torical roots of the movement and
outline a number of its distinctives.
This research -will present an historical -view of evangelicalism
and an assessment of its distinctives in Bibliology, Ecclesiology and
Social Ethics. This study pro-vides anno-tated footnotes and an extensive
bibliography enabling the reader -to have access to a �fr7ealth of infor
mation on the topic.
Grateful acknot-jledgment is given to Professors, Harold B. Kuhn,
Kenneth K. Kinghorn and Onva K, Boshears for their encouragement and
guidance in the execution of this study. Special appreciation is
expressed "to my wife, Carol, for her patience and for her help.
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CHAPTER I
HISTORICAL ROOTS OF EVANGELICALISI4
At the turn of this century there was considerable attack upon
Christianity by non-Christians in addition to the dilution of what might
be considered "essential" Christianity by liberals and modernists.^ It
was at this time that the "fundamentalists" came into prominence as
fighting for the preservation of what they regarded as the fundamentals
of the Christian faith. When men like Harry Emerson Fosdick were calling
themselves "evangelicals" the need arose for some new appelation. The
name �fundamentalist* "was coined in 1920 by Curtis Lee Lavjs (1868-1946),
the editor of the Watchmian-Examiner to designate those who were prepared
to battle for the �fundamentals* of the faith. "2
Liberalism can be associated with the following attitudes; (1)
It exalts reason, (2) The Bible is the historic record of the developing
religious consciousness of one people, (3) The humanity of Jesus is
stressed, (4) The Cross is the highest expression of the love of God-
Moral Influence theory of the Atonement, (5) The Gospel is a sense of
filial piety or brotherhood, of mutual understanding and of betterment,
(6) Man is identified with Deity and continuous with Deity. For a study
of "Liberalism" see L. Harold DeWolf . The Case For Theology In Liberal
Perspective (Philadelphia: Westminster Press, 1959) and Henry P. Van Dusen.
The Vindication of Liberal Theology (New York: Scribner^s, I963).
Modernism is sometimes equated vjith liberalism, but it is an
extreme form, the final step of which is humanism. It is a movement which
makes the methods and results of modein thought and life the norms for
judging claims of religious tradition. Characteristics of modernism are
(1) a denial generally of the supernatural, (2) the exaltation of the
autonomy of the human mind. Harold J. Ockenga says that "basically.
Modernism is evolutionary natiiralism applied to the Bible and to Chris
tianity." See Harold J. Ockenga. "Resurgent Evangelical Leadership,"
Christianity Today, V (October 10, I96O), 12.
%introp Hudson, Religion in America (New York: Scribner*s, I965),
p. 363.
2What wero the � fundamentals � of the faith? Between the years
I909-I9I2 a set of paper-bound volumes entitled The Fundamentals { A
Testimony of the Truth^ was very widely circulated. In fact, through the
generosity of two wealthy laymen, Lyman and Milton Stewart, founders and
chief stockholders of the Union Oil Co. of Los Angeles, three million
copies of this series of essays on the Christian faith were distributed
free "to eveiy pastor, evangelist, missionary, theological professor,
theological student, Sianday school superintendent, I.M.C.A. and Y.W.C.A.
secretary in the English speaking world. Included among the contributors
to this apologetic for Protestant orthodoxy were theological giants such
as James Orr, George Frederick Wright, W. H, Griffith Thomas, James M.
Gray, Benjamin B. Warfield, R. A. Torrey, W. J. Erdman, H, C, G, Moule,
Bishop J. C. Ryle and G. Campbell Morgan.
Almost fifty years after its publication one is still impressed by
the calibre and substance of this outstanding exposition of main-stream
Christianity, These men had "sought to enumerate and expound the verities
^diich are essential to Protestant orthodoxy,"^ Characteristic of much of
of this work is its unequivocal orthodoxy, top-flight scholarship as
evidenced by the writings of James Orr and B, B. V/arfield, and an
Uiiexpected breadth. In fact some contemporary fundamentalists may judge
^Charles L. Feinberg (ed. ) The Fundamentals for Today, 2 Volumes
(Grand Rapids: Kregel Publications, I'^'ElJl
^he Fundamentals: A Testimony to the Truth (Chicago, 111. :
Testimony Publishing Co., n.d. ), Volume 1, p. 4.
%arold B. Kuhn, "Fundamentalism," Baker's Dictionary of Theploey,
(ed, ) Everett F. Harrison (Grand Rapids: Eeromans f'T^SoY^p? 234.
3the authors guilty of an excessive tolerance. To be sure there are wide
differences in ecclesiology among the fundamentalists for without dis
crimination Episcopalians, Baptists, Presbyterians, et,al., , were invited
to write for The Fundamentals , ^
It is significant that James Orr, one of the chief contributors,
did not subscribe to the doctrine of the verbal inspiration of the
Scriptxires, He believed that the Bible contains mistakes of a minor
sort, but mistakes nonetheless. And at the same time he believed in the
theory of theistic evolution. Neither belief obtrudes itself into the
articles he prepared for The Fundamentals , but he was considered
orthodox enough to be categorized as a fundamentalist.
Specifically, the fundamentalist typically adhered to nine points
of doctrine, namely (1) the inspiration and inerrancy of Scripture, (2)
the Holy Trinity, (3) the deity and Virgin birth of Jesus Christ, (4) the
creation and fall of man, (5) a substitutionary atonement, (6) the bodily
ressurection and ascension of Jesus Christ, (?) the regeneration of
believers, (8) the personal and imminent return of Christ, and (9) the
resurrection and final assignment of all men to eternal blessedness or
eternal woe.
""jtaiong American authors, fifteen were Presbyterian, eleven
Baptist, three Dutch Reformed, three Congregationalist, four Methodist,
two Episcopal, two Reformed Episcopal, and one Plymouth Brethren,"
Ernest R, Sandeen, "Toward a Historical Interpretation of the Origins of
Fundamentalism," Church History, XXXVI (March, I967), 79, n. 56,
James Orr wrote these following articles in The Fundamentals�.
"The Holy Scriptures and Modem Negations," "The Early Narratives of
Genesis," "Science and Christian Faith," and "The Virgin Birth of
Christ," These are all found in Feinberg, Volume 1,
4Since most of these beliefs were a part of Orthodo3qjr,^ to an
historian's eye the uniqueness of 20th century fmdamentalism is seen to
consist of its violent opposition to all beliefs that were opposed to the
teaching of the Bible, Yet, for Winthrop Hudson, ^he Fundamentals
"marked the transformation of ftindaraentalism from a movement of dissent
into a power group intent on seizing control of the various Protestant
denominations,"^ at a time when the "social gospel" movement vias at its
height. History would seem to have confirmed that neither fiondamentalism
nor modernism captured a single major Protestant denomination. However
Inthe Fundamentalist-Modernist controversy^^ is important for providing us
with the setting for "Evangelicalism."
A point of view -vdiich begins here to emerge namely that funda
mentalism was in essence orthodoxy (see also evidence given by Rudolph
and Cailliet) is refuted by a historian, Ernest R. Sandeen. His thesis
is "that flindamentalism was comprised of an alliance between two nevrly-
formulated nineteenth-century theologies, cJispensationalism and the
Princeton Theology which, though not wholly compatible, managed to main
tain a imited front against modernism until about I9I8." Ernest R.
Sandeen, "Toward a Historical Interpretation of the Origins of Funda
mentalism," Church History, XXT/I (l-Iarch, 196?), 67f.
%inthrop Hudson. Ainerican Protestantism (Chicago: Chicago
University Press, I96l)� pp^"l58^59,
^^The definitive volumes for a study of this controversy are
Stewart G, Cole's The History of, .Fundamentalism (Nevr York: Harper &
Brothers, 1931); Norman F, Fumiss' The Fundamentalist Controversy,
I9I8-.I93I (New Haven: Yale University Press7"T95^iTF Louis Gasper^ s The
Fundamentali st Movement (The Hague: Moulton, I963); and an article by
Robert T. Handy^entitled "Fundamentalism and Modernism in Perspective,"
vrfiich appeared in Religion in Life, XXW (Summer, 1955), 381-39^.
Cole's book T>diich was the first scholarly critique and attempt to trace
the outline of the conflict has remained the standard authority although
at points it seans he was writing too close to the events to put them in
proper perspective. Fumiss does not provide a close analysis of the
strictly theological position of the fundamentalists, but gives a factual
account of the men, movements and events of a specified period.
I. CHARACTERISTICS OF FUNDAMENTALISM
5
Lavere Christian Rudolph in a book entitled The Church Faces The
Isms, describes fundamentalism as . .an ism of defence. Against a
violator moving in upon his faith, a Christian marks a line: here he
will stand and fight. Some teachings of the faith are tinder fire. To
yield on these will make the faith no faith. This is no time for long
thoughts on the ^ole of Christian truth. This is the time to stop the
11
enemy and save the day," Lavere Rudolph further adds these comments}
Probably half the foreign missionaries sent from the United States
represent the fundamentalist sects, , � . The widespread superior
attitude toward fundamentalism is probably unwarranted; in its main
position fundamentalism is a continuation of classical Christianity.
The insight of the University-trained minister is not always more
accurate or more fruitful than the fertility of some untutored
minds in the sects. Direct familiarity with the text of English
Bible is often admirable among the better-grounded fundamentalists.
Even more eulogistic in his appraisal of fundamentalism is
Ekile Cailliet of Princeton Theological Seminary, who writes in Theology
Today;
One of the reasons some people are so hard on Fundamentalism may
be detected in their ignorance of the distant origins of that
position. Casting ridicule upon it is the natural reaction of
detractors whose memory hardly goes further back than the year of our
Lord 1909 when millions of copies of The Fundamentals . , . spread
over the Protestant world, preparing the way for the Christian
Fundamentals League and the World's Christian Fundamental Asso
ciation. . � � The plain truth is that the Fundamentalist attitude
constitutes by birth and by right one of the essential aspects of
the Reformation. . . , The main point is that the Fundamentalist's
^^Lavere Christian Rudolph, "Fundamentalism," The Church Faces
The Isms, (ed. ) Arnold Black Rhodes (New York; Abingdon Press, 1958),"
p. ^5.
^^Ibid. , p. 66.
6affirmation of the infallibility of Scripture originally was that of
the Reformers. ^3
From the writings of a foremost liberal theologian come these
gracious words:
I was bom and reared in the home of a Methodist minister who
never subscribed to fundamentalist views. In my personal life, funda
mentalism was never a live issue. However, I must confess that many
times, after reading the vague and equivocal and ambiguous statements
of some people representing other schools of thought and then coming
to some writings of the best fundamentalist scholars, I have felt as
if I were coming out of a smog into the bright, clear air of a sunny
morning in the mountains. Here, at least, I could see the outlines
sharp and clear, and I knew where my man stood. There is real virtue
in that.l^
L. Harold DeWolf, in addition to the above tribute, speaks in
appreciation of six positive values of fundamentalism. First, they have
stressed Bible study and the biblical message through times \jh.en the
Scriptures were being widely neglected in American Protestant circles.
Second, the fundamentalist has stressed man's imperative need of God. A
third value is the teaching of the urgency of decision, that is, decision
for Jesus Christ in a time of sophisticated indecision and paralyzing
gradualism. Fourth, they have maintained the doctrine of a personal God,
a Father, with whom one can resliy communicate in prayer. Fifth, the
fundamentalist has focused attention on the dimension of divine revelation
and redeeming action in the life, death, and resurrection of Christ.
Finally, they have cultivated among millions of Americans the practical
^^akle Cailliet. "The Mnd's Gravitation Back To The Familiar,"
Theolo^ Today, TJ (April, 1958), 2-3.
Harold DeWolf. Trends and Frontiers of Religious Thought
(Nashville: National Methodist Student Movement, I955)," p." 55.
7piety of eamest personal prayer, a world-wide evangelical concern, gen
erous giving and warm fellowship.
All of the above three men, Rudolph, Cailliet and DeWolf, it must
be added, are unsparingly severe in deploring ^at they regard as the
errors and shortcomings of fundamentalism, yet at the same time they
recognize its great virtues. Briefly considered, here are some of funda
mentalism's emphases. Against the vagueness and eqviivocation of
liberalism's doctrinal statements, as xdtnessed to by DeWolf, funda
mentalism recorded crisp and definite creeds. In contrast to the
predominantly philosophical method of some liberals the fundamentalist
asserted a doctrine of biblical infallibility. This doctrine had been
previously affirmed or implied in orthodoxy prior to the 1900' s but
subsequently the Fundamentalist endeavored to prove the position by
citing proof- texts. "Involved in this is also a repudiation of higher
criticism of both the Old and New Testaments. Thus a Fundamentalist
I heldj with obscurantism to the verbal inspiration and inerrancy of the
Against the accommodation of liberalism to a science-dominated
c\)lture, many fundamentalists responded with a denunciation of the cvilture
itself. Furthermore they uttered a vigorous denial of the doctrine of
Holy Scriptures.
evolution. 16 Evolution, according to the fundamentalist, vras a wild guess
^�^Bemard Ramm. A Handbook of Contemporary Theology (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, I96O), p. 53.
"
���"For the most influential fundamentalist attack on evolution see
William Jennings Bryan. In His Image (New York: Revell, 1922).
8of some pseudo-scientists, denying the Word of God (Genesis) and implying
that men were the children of apes, rather than of God, Evolutionary
theory was attacked, not only because it was degrading to man and con
trary to Scripture, but also because it seemed contrary to the traditional
doctrine of the Fall of man. If the evolutionists were right, then man
was not fallen from a state of original righteousness, but risen from the
brutes. It therefore followed that because of his opposition to the
liberal faith in the dignity and moral power of man, the fvmdamentalist
placed considerable emphasis upon the total depravity of man.
The liberal stress upon the humanity of Jesus and the fundamen
talist's placing of a one-sided emphasis on the deity of Jesus Christ,
to the neglect of His humanity is a striking contrast. It follows that
the Virgin Birth became a touchstone, and anyone denying it was in fact
held to deny the very deity of Jesus Christ, Finally, in contrast to
the liberal stress on social applications of Christian ethics, the
fundamentalist tended to intejrpret the gospel almost or altogether
exclusively in terms of individual salvation.
This summarizes the major emphases and the positive values of the
fundamentalist movement. However, it is necessary for evangelicals as
the theological heirs of fundamentalism to consider the debit side of
this movement very honestly. The vigorous crusade for biblical orthodoxy,
a praise-worthy movement in American Protestantism was gradually
infiltrated by extremists and eccentrics. More and more, as was perhaps
inevitable, it attracted the unbalanced sensationalist, the fanatical
healer, the emotional �holy-roller, ' and the uniformed viho immodestly
9pretended to possess knowledge in fields where he was less than an
amatevir. All of these, from various motives, appropriated to themselves
the name of �fundamentalist,* a name which originally had dignity and
meaning. To be sure, there were mialtitudes of devout Christians who
faithfully, \inpretentiously, and sincerely adhered to the fvmdamentals of
the faith and who out of firm conviction supported fundamentalism, but in
the hands of its avowed adherents, fundamentalism in the late twenties
began to suffer an unfortunate change. These misguided adherents, not
all of whom belong to the neurotic fringe, slowly tarnished and dimmed
the lustre of a once noble name.
Edward John Camell, in a most vivid and brilliant piece of pen-
menship, calls attention to the one capital mistake made by the
fundamentalists which changed it "from a religious movment to a religious
mentality, History affirms that, vuilike the Continental Reformers and
the English dissenters, the fundamentalists did not develop an
affirmative world view, inasmuch as they made no effort to connect their
convictions with the social concerns of their day. Their high purpose
in life was to negate modernism with every fibre of their being. How
ever, when modernism decayed, fundamentalism lost part of its raison
d*etre,^^
^''Edward John Camell. "Fundamentalism," A Handbook of Christian
Theology, (ed. ) Marvin Halverson (Net; Yorki Meridian Books, 1958), p. 146.
�^ Fundamentalism's test "for Christian fellowship" says Camell,
"became so severe that divisions in the church are considered a sign of
virtue. And when there are no modernists from which to withdraw,
fundamentalists compensate by withdrawing from one another. They dispute
10
Ih some cases fundamentalism was hindered by a regrettable anti-
intellectualism,^^ a deplorable divisiveness and a pathetic irrelevance.
In stating these criticisms, let it be said that this is in reference to
what has been very fortimately a thin segment of fundamentalism.
Unfortunately, however, this thin segment has been extremely vocal, and a
few drops of dye tincture a whole tubful of linen.
From a strictly theological perspective Carl F. H, Henry assesses
fundamentalism and concludes that it has failed to set forth the vihole
counsel of God:
, , , fundamentalism siiffered from its own inherent perils. Con
centration on *the fundamentals' often displaced doctrinal respon
sibilities of the Church in the wider dimensions of historic creeds
and confessions of faith. Evangelical pulpits resounded almost
exclusively with 'the fundamentals* supplemented periodically with
*the case against evolution,' The importance of other theological
indispensables became tragically marginal. The nom by vritiich liberal
theology was gauged for soundness unhappily became the skeletal
siimraary of distinctive fvindamental doctrine. The inevitable result
was a premium on creedal brevity. This, in turn, brought further
whether the rapture takes place before or after the tribulation. Status
by negation must be maintained or the raison d'etre of fundamentalism is
lost," E, J, Camell, "Fundamentalism," o�, cit. , p. 147-
19
E. M. Elaiklock offers three reasons why there was a neglect of
scholarship generally speaking among the fundamentalists. (1) It was the
great age of preaching, (2) they saw the 2nd advent imminently near thus
rendering years of academic preparation almost a sin, (3) the world was
open with incomparable opporttinities for missionary enterprise. The
result? While the fundamentalists were busy converting the world, the
liberals who vrere "not so keen on missionary enterprise, skeptical of
orthodox eschatology, and >dthout the evangelical urge to preach, gave
energy and enterprise to church politics and theological teaching." The
agonizing fact for today's evangelical is that the liberal has dug his
trenches deep in strategic places (Seminaries and the courts of the
churches) and is far from being dislodgedl See E. M, Blaiklock, "Con
servatism, Liberalism and Neo-Orthodoxy," Eternity, 11 (August, I96O)
21-23, 26-27, 33.
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danger. The organic relationship of revelational truths was
neglected. Complacency with fragmented doctrines meant increasing
failure to comprehend the relationship of \inderlying theological
principles. Individual doctrines were reduced to simple cliches,
without much thought of their profounder systematic implications.^^
For all these reasons, consequently, fundamentalism gradually lost
much of its power and prestige. An insight into a groxdlng distaste for
the prevailing mood of fiindamentalism is given to us by Ned B, Stonehouse
in his definitive biography of the great theologian and focal figure in
the Fundamentalist-Modernist controversy, J, Gresham Machen, In speaking
of Machen he says;
, � , judged by various criteria adopted by friend and foe, he was
not a fundamentalist at all. His standards of scholarship, his
distaste for brief creeds, his rejection of chiliasm, the absence of
pietism from his makeup, and in brief his sense of commitment to the
historic Calvinism of the Westminster Confession of Faith dis-
qxialified him from being classified precisely as a fundamentalist.
And he never spoke of himself as a fundamentalist; indeed he disliked
the term, 2^
Fundamentalism which emerged at the turn of the century with vigor,
within three decades began to fall into disrepute among certain funda
mentalist scholars. The 19^ *s were to witness a transition and
regrouping of conservative forces.
II. THE BRANCH IN THE STREAM
As the l^hO*s approached, some fundamentalists looked back upon
their heritage with a blend of respect and regret. Within their minds
^^Carl F, H, Henry, Evangelical Responsibility in Contemporary-
Theology (Grand Rapids; Eerdmans, 19577, pp. 32-3,
21
Ned B. Stonehouse, J, Gresham Machen, a biographical Memoir
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 195^7, p, 337.
12
was a growing uneasiness about some of the characteristics of its past,
William Hordem writes of this period in his guide into the intricacies
of modem Protestant thought, A Layman's Guide To Protestant Theology in
"Uiese words;
Rejected by most major denominations, torn by internal divisions,
it appeared that fundamentalism was theologically dead by the time of
the Second World War, It remained a powerful force in the total life
of the Church and the parish minister often found that his con
gregation was tom by the old controversy, but theologians generally
felt that fxindamentalism had ceased to be of theological interest.
In the late forties, however, there was a renaissance of scholarship
in fundamentalistic circles and a new conservative theology began to
rise from the ashes of the older movement,
Research leads this writer to place a branch in the stream at the
year 19^, rather than in the late forties as stated by Hordem, It was
in this year that Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship came to the United
States, having originated in England, Here was a group with an viltimate
objective of giving testimony for Jesus Christ in every one of America's
institutions of higher education, as well as the schools of Nursing and
high schools. They held their first missionary convention in 19^3 and
eight successive conventions have witnessed the attendance rise from 600
to 9,000 students from every walk of life and every Protestant
denomination.
The American Scientific Affiliation, a society of scientists with
an evangelical approach to Christianity was foxmded in 19^1, It is their
purpose to investigate the philosophy of findings of science as they are
^^illiam E, Hordem, A Layman's Guide to Protestant Theology
(New York: MacMillan Co,, Rev,"Ed. I968), pp. 5^55.
13
related to Christianity and the Bible and to disseminate the results of
such studies. This group which today numbers close to a thousand members
took a bold stand on what were before the 40* s considered closed issues.
They began to discuss such problems as the age of the universe, the
Genesis flood, the antiquity of human life, and evolution. In 19^8 the
Affiliation published Modem Science and the Christian Faith, which took
a new look at science from the perspective of the inerrant Scriptures , ^3
A significant organization took form as the resxilt of a desire on
the part of Jim Raybum to capture the attention and loyalty of high-
school students outside of the Church for Jesus Christ. Young Life was
incorporated on October 16, 19^1, and to this day is fruitf\�L,'^
This writer has referred to a divergence in the stream, and the
reader may wonder what the resulting two streams represent. Two events,
one in September, 19^1, and the other on April 7, 19^2, help provide an
answer. The radical separatist wing of fundamentalism was drawn together
in the American Council of Christian Churches (A.C.C.C.) with the
Rev, Carl Mclntire at the helm.^^ To consolidate the forces of moderate
addition to the symposia. Modem Science and Christian Faith,
edited by F. Alton Everest, the following publications have also come
from the American Scientific Affiliation: the symposia Evolution and
Christian Thought, edited by Russel L. Mixter, and three monographs.
Creation and Evolution, The Eye as an Optical Instrument, and Christian
Theism and The Empirical Sciences.
?4 ^
For an excellent insight into Young Life see Emile Cailliet.
Young Life (New York: Harper & Row, I963).
25�^The Rev. Carl Mclntire was given the opportunity to pi*esent the
work of the A.C.C.C. to the gathering in St. Louis in 19^2 where the
N.A.E. was formed. However, after listening to his statements, the
14
fvmdamentalism, the National Association of Evangelicals (N.A.E, ) was
formed.
Bruce Shelley in his volume, Evangelicalism in America which vj^as
published to mark the twenty-fifth anniversary of N,A,E. fonmilates three
major reasons for the founding of this significant organization. First,
there was "undoubtedly a dissatisfaction with other expressions of
Christian unity, ""^^ In existence at that time in addition to the American
Council of Christian Churches was the Federal Council of Churches of
Christ^? later to become the National Council of Churches. Stephen
Paine, President of Houghton College in his address at the founding con
vention of N,A,E. , warned of the dangers of unity founded on negation.
conference regarded his position unacceptable and proceeded to establish
N.A.E. For a complete statistical summary of these two major co^lncils as
well as the National Council of Churches see Christianity Today, IX
(January 29, 1965), 3-11.
26
Bruce Shelley. Evangelicalism in America (Grand Rapids j
Eerdmans, I967), p. 80.
^'^The Federal Council of Churches (F.C.C.) was founded in I9O8,
They set for their goals, (1) to express the fellowship and catholic
unity of the Church, (2) to bring the Christian bodies of America
together for service to Christ in the world, (3) to encourage devotional
fellowship and mutual counsel concerning the spiritual life and religious
activities of the Churches, (4) to secure a larger combined influence for
the Chiirches of Christ in all matters affecting the moral and social
conditions of people, and (5) to assist in the organization of local
branches of the Federated Council. In I9IO when the first report was
given there were thirty-one denominations in the Council. Key men in
this movement were Charles F. Macfarland and Samuel McCrae Cavert, For
further information see S. M. Cavert' s On the Road to Christian Unity
(New York: Harper, I96I).
The National Council of Churches grew out of the F.D.D, , and was
established in 1950.
15
"Let us remember," he said, "that negative motives often unite factions
triiich otherwise could never work together. But remember also that these
negative motives for united action contain within themselves the very-
seeds of disintegration. They are centrifugal, and as soon as the
immediate pressure is lessened, the supposed \mity of action flies to the
four points of the compass, "^^
These facts serve -to point out for our historical survey the con
tinuation of fundamentalism in all its "negative and separatist splendor I"
Today this segment of Christianity is represented by what is usually
referred "to as the "Old Guaird," namely Carl Mclntire, John R, Rice, the
late Bob Jones Sr., Bob Jones Jr, , Robert Ketcham, Richard Clearwaters,
Charles Woodbridge and all those associated with either the A,C,C,C, or
the Slavic Gospel Association with its roots in the World's Christian
Fundamen-tals Association, which was founded in May of 1919.
Returning "to the remaining two reasons for the formation of N.A.E,
after -this slight digression, Bruce Shelley lists for us a second reason
for the founding of N,A,E, , viz, "the sense of isolation among con
servative Christians"^^ ^riiich was experienced at that time, Harold J,
Ockenga one of the focal figures in this expression of evangelicalism as
well as others of which this -writer -will shortly speak, voiced this con
cern in -these words:
^Stephen W, Paine, "Ihe Possibility of United Action,"
Evangelical Action 1 (Boston: United Action Press, 19^2), p. 55.
-^^Shelley, op, cit,, p, 81,
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� � � I belierve we must first of all seek unity. This means that
this millstone of rugged independency -vrtiich has held back innumerable
movements before, in vrfiich individual leaders must be the whole hog
or none, must be utterly repudiated by every one of us, A terrible
indictment may be laid against fundamentalism because of its fail
ures, divisions, and controversies. This must be adra.tted by those
of us who believe in the fundamentals and who also seek a new
outlook, 31
The third motive for the establishing of N,A,E, "was the firm conviction
that a positive witness could be given by united evangelicals and only
by united evangelicals,"-^^
Following on the heels of this venture was Youth For Christ, an
organization spearheading the fxmdamentalist recovery as they sought to
minister to young people and members of the Armed Forces, Fovmded in 19^3
by Torrey M, Johnson, Youth For Christ soon became a recruiting instrument
and training ground for the emerging evangelical leadership,
Fuller Theological Seminary was established in 19^7 with the
avowed pvirpose of combining conservative theology with scholarly effort,
and again the focal figure was Harold J, Ockenga who became its first
Harold John Ockenga, "The Unvoiced Multitudes," Evangelical
Action} (Boston: United Action Press, 19^2), p, 32,
32
Shelley, o�. cit. , p. 82.
^^outh for Christ recruited Billy Graham in 19^5 to serve as an
itinerant evangelist at its rallies. For further study of the ministry
of Billy Graham see Charles Thomas Cook. The Billy Grahsjn Story
(Wheaton, HI.: Van Kampen Press, 195^); Stanley High. Billy Graham
(New York: McCraw-Hill, 1956); William Gerald McLoughlin. Billy Graham;
Revivalist in a Secular Age (New York; Ronald Press, I960); and
John Charles Pollock. Billy Graham (New York: McCraw-Hill, I966). See
also Louis Gasper. The Fundamentalist Movement (The Hague: Mouton
Press, 1963), pp. 85-89; "The History of Youth for Christ," Christian
Life and Times, (July, 19^6), p. 61; Mel Larsen. Young Man on Fire; The
Story of Torrey Johnson and Youth for Christ (Chicago; Youth for Christ
Publications, 19^5).
President, -vriiile continuing to minister at the historic Park Street
Church in Boston.-^ In the same year, Carl F. H, Henry challenged funda
mentalism's social instilarity in his book. The Uneasy Conscience of
Modem Fundamentalism , Joining Henry in the theologians* circle V7ere men
like Gordon H� Clark, the author of A Christian Philosophy of Education
(1946) and A Christian View of Men and Things (1951); Edward John Camell,
professor of Apologetics at Fuller Theological Seminary who sought to
give ftmdamentalist theology an intellectual and philosophical base in
his book, An Introduction to Christian Apologetics (19^8); and Bemard
Ramm, author of Problems in Christian Apologetics (19^9) and The
Christian View of Science and Scripture (195^)� These men in the Reformed
tradition undergirded the new mood within fundamentalism, and these aca
demic concerns took form with the founding of the Evangelical Theological
Society (E.T.S.) in 19^ � the same year that Billy Graham's name flashed
across the national horizon with his Los Angeles Crusade.
In Cincinnati, Ohio on December 28th, 19^, the E.T.S. became a
reality with a plea for American scholarship to return to the great
affirmation of historic Christian faith. The original inspiration for
the organization came from the faculty of the Gordon Divinity School-^^ in
�'^For a history of the historic Park Street Church in Boston see
the just published book by Dr, H, Crosby Englizian, Brimstone Comer
(Chicago: Moody Press, I968),
"^�'According to Joseph T, Bayly, "The 'Hot* Seminary," Eternity,
XIX (January, I968) 37-38; Trinity Evangelical Divinity School gets the
nod as the 'hot' seminary within the evangelical stream, although he
ends his rather insightfxil article by stating that Gordon is at present
a sleeper!
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Wenham, Massachusetts, They felt that the case for orthodox Christianity
was not being sufficiently stated and that an organization similar to the
Society of Biblical Literature and Exegesis, but related more to the
problems faced by conservative scholars vjould be desirable. Sixty evan
gelicals representing a wide variety of theological schools and denom
inations met in Cincinnati for the organizational meeting. In addition
to the reading of papers on biblical and related fields, the organization
of the E.T.S. was effected. It was decided that the scope of the Society
should include the -sriiole of the theological disciplines, rather than the
narrower field of Bible exegesis alone. It was also apparent that while
denominational institutions and theological traditions were widely repre
sented, there was no disposition to compromise in one matter, on the
importance of vAiich they all agreed, namely, the inerrancy of the
Scriptures. The creedal statement was narrovxed to this one fiindamental
and made the condition for membership in the Society� "The Bible alone
and the Bible in its entirety, is the Word of God written, and therefore
inerrant in the autographs . "^^
This Society from its earliest beginnings encouraged liaison and
interchange of information with the American Scientific Affiliation and
in recent years has participated biennially with the latter in summer
joint-meetings on the interrelationship of science and Scripture.
With the dawning of the 1950* s, the first issue of Eternity
appeared with Donald Grey Bamhouse, pastor of Philadelphia *s historic
e Bulletin of the Evangelical Theological Society, Inside of
front covers.
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Tenth Presbyterian Church as its editor; vhile at the opposite end of the
nation in Portland, Oregon the incorporation papers for a brand-new
missionary service organization. World Vision^^ were signed. Thus began
a new era in the life of Bob Pierce and later of men like Richard
Halverson and Paul S. Rees, then pastor of Minneapolis* First Covenant
Church,
With an objective of establishing a vital witness for Jesus Christ
among all students in every college and vuiiversity in each country of the
world, Campus Crusade for Christ (an interdenominational student Christian
movanent) was founded on the campus of the University of California at
Los Angeles in the fall of 1951 with Bill Bright as its founder and Pres
ident. With a rapidly gix>wing staff of 700 dedicated workers. Campus
Crusade for Christ International now has an active ministry on scores of
campuses across America, as well as in many other countries.^^
"Among those seeking to repristinate an ultraconservative version
of evangelical theology, � � � Carl F. H, Henry is second to none�
In 1956, ^Aien that fortnightly ^^ristianity Todayj was founded, he
became its editor. Under his direction, the journal has been used with
all vigilance to advance an enlightened fundamentalism, "-^^ In his
^^For a brief year-by-year review of the first ten years of World
Vision's history see Norman B. Rohrer, "10 Miracle Years," World Vision
Magazine, IV (September, I96O), ^-5,11,
^^See Collegiate Challenge V:^ for a special issue on the Campus
Crusade for Christ story.
Shelton Smith, R. T. Handy, L. A, Loetscher. American
Christianity (New York: Scribner*s, I963), p, ^8,
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initial editorial in the October 15th, I956 issue, Carl F, H, Henry-
answered -the question, �?Why 'Christianity Today'?" by saying:
Christianity Today has its origin in a deepfelt desire to express
his-torical Christianity to the present generation. Neglected,
slighted, misrepresented�evangelical Christianity needs a clear
voice, -to speak with con-viction and love, and to state its true
position and its relevance -to the world crisis. ... Christianity
Today is confident that the answer to the -theological confusion
existing in -the world is found in Christ and the Scriptures. ...
True ecumenicity will be fostered by setting forth the New Testament
teaching of the unity of believers in Jesus Christ. ... Chris
tianity Today will apply "the biblical revelation to the contemporary
social crisis by presenting the implications of the total Gospel
message for every area of life. � . . Christianity Today takes
cognizance of the dissol-ving effect of modera scientific theory upon
religion. To counteract this tendency it -will set forth the unity
of the Di-vine revelation in nature and Scripture,
Ely the year I96O two more important magazines had joined Chris
tianity Today (idiich has a circulation five or six times greater than its
liberal counterpart. The Christian Century) serving the evangelical
community, namely World Vision Magazine (June, 1957) and Decision
(November, i960). The latter now has a circulation in excess of one
million copies.
In 1957 a definitive volvime. Contemporary Evangelical Thought
edited by Carl F, H, Henry was published. Its aim was -to sketch the
evangelical contribution in the present century of theological stress,
and second -to clarify present conserva-tive thought on some of the crucial
centers of Christian concern.
^Carl F. H. Henry. ��Why 'Christianity Today'?" Christianity
Today, I (October 15, 1956), 20.
^^The subjects treated in this volume -with the authors are: The
Old Testament (E. J, Young), The New Testament (E, F, Harrison), Theology
(Roger Nicole), Ethics (Dirk Jellema), Apologetics (Gordon H, Clark),
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With the dawning of the sixties, Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School, located north of Chicago, Illinois came into prominence as "the"
evangelical seminary of this half century. In I963 the Seminary was
greatly expanded, and its faculty and curriculum reorganized on a much
broader basis than foraierly. Outstanding evangelical scholars were
brought to the faculty from across the continent, and Kenneth S. Kantzer
became Dean. One of their outstanding professors, John Warwick
Montgomery with doctorates from the University of Chicago, and the Uni
versity of Strasbourg has been a welcome addition to the list of evan
gelical scholars in this country.
This writer concludes his historical sxirvey with the years
1965-66, v^en two congresses were held and the founding of a theological
society. In the Spring of I965 the National Holiness Association approved
the formation of a theological association, and in November of that year,
the first professional meeting vra-s held at Spring Arbor College, Spring
Arbor, Michigan, The men \iho gave impetus to the movement were Leo Cox
and Memo Harris, The Wesleyan Theological Society (W.T.S, ) an outgrowth
of the doctrinal workshops at the annvial National Holiness Association
Conventions adopted this statement as their purpose;
To encourage exchange of ideas among Wesleyan-Arminian theologians;
to develop a source of papers for NHA Seminars; to stimulate scholar
ship among yoimger theologians and pastors; and to publish a scholarly
jotimal,^^
Education (Frank E, Gaebelein), Philosophy of History (Earle Cairns),
Philosophy of Religion (Harold B. Kuhn), Science and Religion (Carl Henry),
and Evangelism and Preaching (Andrew W, Blackwood),
See inside front cover of the Journal of the V/esleyan Theological
Society,
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The largest ecumenical strategy conference of Protestant mission
aries ever held in North America took place at Wheaton College in
Illinois, April 9-l6, I966, More than 900 missionaries and national
leaders from seventy countries gathered for the Congress on the Church's
Worldwide Mission* ^ This congress vias called by the Interdenominational
Foreign Missions Association and the Evangelical Foreign Missions Asso
ciation (arm of the N.A.E,), -which together represent more than 13,000
missionaries, two fifths of North America's Protestant missionary force.
In -the fall of the same year, a ten-day World Congress on Evangelism
was held in Berlin over Reformation Sunday, I966 at which 1200 delegates
were in attendance from around -the -world,
III. DISSATISFACTION WITH FUNDAMENTALISM
The recogni-fclon of a new stream within the realm of orthodoxy
which this -writer has traced historically prompts the question, -why this
change, if in fact it is a change? "In the earlier writings of Carl
F, He Henry, -the learned edi-tor of Christianity Today, one senses a feel
ing of unhappiness with the s-tatus quo among the people of God, "^5
in 1947, Henry's book The Uneasy Conscience of Modem Fundamentali sm
^�^For reports and proceedings see Harold Lindsell ( ed, ) The
Church's Worldwide Mssion (Waco, Texas: Woi^d, I966,)
lih.
For reports and papers as well as addresses see Carl F, H, Henry
and W, Stanley Mooneyham (eds,) One Fvace, One Gospel, One Task, 2
volvtmes (Minneapolis, Minn,: World Wide Publications, 19^),
^^John W, Sanderson, "Fundamentalism and Its Critics" Sunday
School Times. CHI (Janiiary 21, I96I), 58,
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was published. Even at that early date, Henry* s personal uneasiness was
readily observable in such statements as " � e � unless we experience a
rebirth of apostolic passion. Fundamentalism in two generations will be
reduced either to a tolerated cult status or, in the event of Roman
Catholic domination in the United States, become once again a despised
and oppressed sect,"^ In a later book entitled 'Kj.e Drift of WesterTi
Thought published in 1951 � it wotild sem that Henry sought to call into
question fundamentalism on the basis of its reactionary spiidt and
insistence upon the cardinal doctrines of the faith. He says at some
length}
The twentieth century theological scene witnessed the rise of
what is called Fundamentalism, As against I'lodemism, which in some
of its emphases was so ancient as pre-Christian paganism, it stood
in central continuity with Biblical Christianity, But since it was
in a sense reactionary, that is, since its basic position was formu
lated with Modernism as much as Biblical theology on the horizon of
its thought, it was sometimes drawn into sajdng first what an evan
gelical needs to say, but without the complete perspective in which
it needs to be said, that is, without saying also what equally well,
if not more properly, needs to be said first, ^^hat fundamentalists
frequently said first was the virgin birth of Jesus Christ, His
physical resurrection. His physical return, the eternal punishment
of unbelievers�elements of KLblical Christianity which served stra
tegically as direct tests of an individuals continuance within the
historic faith, since it was diffictilt for modernists in these
connections to employ that ambiguous vocabtiLary which could make a
difference of degree appear like a difference of kind. But the
continued fundamentalist emphasis on such isolated doctrinal elements,
without an equally emphatic emphasis on what needed qxiite as much to
be said in view of the basic modernistic assumptions, gave the main
stream of evangelical Protestantism a certain reactionary overcast
during the past generation,^7
^Carl F, H, Henry. The Uneasy Conscience of Modem Fundamentalism
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 194777 P� 9�
^''Carl F, H, Henry, ^le Drift of Westem Thought (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1951 )� PP. 151-152,
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Later in his Evangelical Responsibility in Contemporary Theology,
Carl F, H, Hemy calls current fundamentalism a "reduction" vjhich con
centrates only on the "fundamentals" to the exclusion of other theological
indispensables. Lacking theological and historical perspective. Funda
mentalists did not produce solid works in Bible stuc3y and theology, did
little to encourage scholarly graduate pursuits, neglected the doctrine
of the Church, and so lost the initiative to Neo-Orthodoxy, to which must
be given the credit for e3q>osing the shallowness of Liberalism, Believing
that fundamentalism in this contemporary escpression stands discredited as
a perversion of the biblical spirit Henry called for "a revival of funda
mentalists imbued with a new mind-set and a new method in ecclesiastical
life."^^
From what appears to be a fvihdamentalist stance, Robert Lightner,
Assistant Professor of Systematic Theology at the Baptist Bible Seminary,
Johnson City, New York in his book Neo-Evangelicalism sets forth t.iiat he
baLieves to be the six basic reasons for Henry's dissatisfaction with
fundamentalism. First, there had been too much concentration on the
fundamentals, tnus breeding a disinterest in, and a great ne^ect of, the
historic creeds of the Church, Second, fundamentalists had been too
concerned with fighting the Liberals and with cultivating their own per
sonal piety and therefore had neglected the crying needs of civilization.
Third, Henry being a scholar himself, noted that there was a lack of
scholarship among fundamentalists. Fourth, there was a marked trend
^Carl F, H, Henry, Evangelical Responsibi3.ity in Contemporary
Theology (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1957), p," 4�^i
'
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toward anti-denorninationalism. A fifth reason for dissatisfaction was
seen in the emphasis which the fundamentalist placed upon the premil-
lennial dispensational aspect to the neglect of the social and cviltural
aspect. The final reason for Henry* s feeling of unhappiness was the
shifted �raphasis from a theological position to a movement of strife and
polemics in the fundamentalistic circle.^
Thorwald Bender writing in 1959 concludes that since fundamentalism
no longer presents the unified front of a few years ago, it is an unten
able position to hold today. He asserts that this recognition by the
evangelical is not a direct reaction to neo-orthodoxy. Rather, he
observes that:
Probably a more truthful evaluation of the present situation would
note that: (1) some evangelical conservatives have developed a
social conscience; (2) some Fundamentalists today refuse to equate
orthodoxy with dispensationalism or even premillennialisra; (3) that
some conservatives reject the wooden literalism in Scripture inter
pretation and have greater appreciation for the spiritual dynamic
of God's Special Revelation; (4) that some Bible-believing thinkers
insist on the admission that biblical interpretation must be equated
with the Scriptures themselves, and, that a given theory of inspi
ration must not itself be put on a par with inspiration itself ,50
The dissatisfaction with fundamentalism as evidenced by the
evangelical has not been confined to the beliefs and practices of the
fundamentalist alone, but also has been extended to a dissatisfaction
witii the very name itself. Thus this study includes articles such as
the one by Paul E, McCuHough entitled "Shall we surrender the Term
^Robert P, Lightner, Neo-Evangelicalism (Des Plaines, HI,:
Regular Baptist Press, 2nd ed,, 1965), pp, 42-45,
^^Thorwald W, Bender, "What's New in Theology?" Evangelical
Theological Society Bulletin, 2 (Summer, 1959), 17.
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Fundamentalism? Robert Lightner observed:
Several years ago, it was evidenced that dissatisfaction existed
with the name fundamentalist. The reason for the unhappiness is
largely due, it is claimed, to the association which the name has
gained. The dissatisfied have expressed desire to be called evan
gelicals and represent a new evangelicalism. They believe that this
disassociation from the n^ie fundamentalist frees th^i from many
explanations which would be necessary should they continue to carry
the fundam�italist label. ^2
In a bewildering tone, McCuHough ronarks that "one of the strang
est developments in the realm of orthodoxy during the last decade has
been the repudiation of the terra fundamentalism by those who have
benefited the most from this movement, . , � Certain outstanding Bible
teachers, evangelists and Christian magazines are almost desperate in
their attempt to avoid the stigma of being counted in the ranks of
Fundamentalism, , , , It is being suggested that the term fundamentalism
be dropped entirely in favor of the term evangelicalism, as if it were
possible for ai^one to be called �a fundamentalist* without it also
carrying the clear implication of his also being evangelical, "-53 John F,
Walvoord, one of the most respected representatives of that position of
the church which desires to retain the appelation, "Fundamentalism"
echoes the above sentiment when he notes that:
On every hand. Christian leaders are asking to be classified as
evangelicals rather than as fundamentalists, , . , Even Billy Graham,
�who stands so firmly for biblical truth, is quoted as sa3dng, 'I am
an evangelical but not a fundamentalist,* , . . Vernon Grounds
5^Paul E, McCuHough, "SnaH we surrender the Term Funda-
mentalisra?" Baptist BuHetin (February, 1958), 10-11,20,
�5%jLghtoer, o�, cit,, p, 20,
53mcCuHough, o�, cit,, p, 10,
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defines historic Protestant orthodoxy (Eternity, February, 1956) as
that 'which sometimes bears the label evangelicalism, sometimes the
libel ftmdamentalism, * Those who reluctantly admit the �libel* of
being fundamentalists usually hasten to qualify this classification
Why are the evangelicals dissatisfied with the term? The Rev. J.
R, W. Stott, Chaplain to Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II and minister of
All Souls* Church, London, England expresses his dislike of fundamentalism
as a word which has become "almost a symbol for obsciirantism, and is gen
erally used as a tern of opprobrium. It appears to describe the bigoted
rejection of all biblical criticism, a mechanical view of inspiration,
and an excessively literalist interpretation of Scripttire."^^ He wishes
to be called a conservative evangelical, E, M, KLaiklock writing as a
convinced conservative having never seen the logic in liberalism, and
recognizing the inadequacies of neo-orthodoxy, remarks that "fundamen
talism is a term which needs cold storage xintil it loses its emotive
overtones and begins to mean the same to all who use it, "56 Following a
recorded conversation with Graham Scroggie in 1951 who admitted to being
an "informed conservative," BlailcLock defines his terms in order to
extricate himself from a web of emotive words, and of fundamentalism he
writes, "it is a rigid form of conservatism more indigenous to the
5^John F. Walvoord. �*What*s Right About Fundamentalism?" Eternity,
VIII (June, 1957), 6,
^^Gabriel Hebert, Fundamentalism and the Church (Philadelphia?
Westminster Press, 1957), p. 10 citing the Rev, J. R, W, Stott, Letter
�to Si� Times, Augtist 25th, 1955,
^^E, M, Blaiklock, "Conservatism, Liberalism, and Neo-Orthodoxy, "
Eternity, XI (August, I960), 21,
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United States than to the British Commonwealth, and in common practice
associated with separatism and a polemical and controversial approach, "57
Edward John Camell, the apologist writing in The Christian
Century about "that anxious breed of younger men who are conservative in
theology but are less than happy when they are called "fundamentalists, "5^
requests philosophy of religion to "reserve the term �fundamentalism' for
the person who confuses possession of truth with possession of virtue or
who defends a separatist view of the church. Unlike fundamentalism,
orthodoxy does not affect a monopoly on truth. It rejects the cviltic
quest for negative status; it is ready to entertain friendly conversation
with the church universal. "59
Christianity Today has also espoused a feeling of dissatisfaction
for the fundamentalist label. Justification for such a change in name
is given as follows;
A growing preference for the term evangelicalism has developed
within recent years in circles that keep to traditional doctrines
held to be fundamental to Christian faith. This choice finds root
in several important facts: first, the word is scriptural and has a
well-defined historical content; second, the alternative, funda
mentalism, has narrower content and nas acquired rinbiblical accre
tions, , , , Christians who hold to traditional fundamentals of
Christianity would be guilty of grievous strategic error to accept
a term not defined by Scriptvire and of doubtftil connotation or to
meekly yield the word evangelicalism to those who do not accept the
content of the evangel revealed by Christ,
57ibid, , p, 22,
5^dward John Camell. "Post-Fundamentalist Faith," ^le Christian
Century, LXXVI (August 26, 1959), 971.
59ibid,
^^"Evangelicals and Fundamentals," Christianity Today, I
(September 16, 1957), 20,
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Reseaixjh in this stuc3y leads to the conclusion that the new evan
gelicals prefer evangelicalism above fundaiaentalism as a term or synonym
for Christian orthodoxy on three counts. Plrst, evangelicalism, they
argue, is Biblically rooted. It incorporates within itself that word
which is the very heart of our faith, the evangel, the good news, the
comprehensive fundamental of the New Testament which ultimately includes
all the other fundamaitals. Fundamentalism, on the contrary, can dis
cover no linguistic warrant for itself in the divine revelation,
"Following biblical content, evangelicalism calls attention to the whole
gospel as set forth in God's Holy Word, "^^ Second, evangelicalism, the
argument runs, is historically sanctioned. Long before I909, when The
Fundamentals first began to appear, biblicists bore this designation.
Hence behind the epithet stretches a heritage of which we may well be
proud. Third, evangelicalism, the proponents of the term insist, is
strategically warranted. It is still undefiled and without contamination,
largely so at any rate. Fundamentalism, on the contrary, has very sadly
gathered ro\and itself a fog of misrepresentations, a fog which rather
hopelessly obscures its original significance. Wisdom therefore woxJ.d
seem to dictate that a substitute be fotmd for it if a sxiitable substitute
is available. And this seems the case,
Robert Lightner compares the attitude of the evangelical to that
of the young child who decides to run away from his home because he
thinks his parents are too strict and old fashioned. He writes this
^^Ibid,
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because he observed that most of the evangelical leaders of today were
once fundamentalists vho became dissatisfied with fundamentalism and
decided to forsake its ranks,^^ Regarding the change of name, Lightner
poses some very pertinent questions. He asks.
Does the new label free the holder from the \mdesirable stigmas
of the old one? Probably the most important question for all of
conservative Christianity is: Has the product been changed -vath the
changing of the wrapping? Perhaps one more question is in order:
Will the new label provide the opportunity for a different product
in the future?o3
John Walvoord views the abandonment of the tern "fundamentalism"
which characterizes our day as a tragic error. He states that the funda
mentals are important and vital to Christian faith and ��Little if anything
is gained by fleeing to the term evangelical, and it is feared that much
is lost."^ Thxis far it has been sxiggested that the evangelical is veiy
unhappy and dissatisfied with the fundamentalist because of certain
beliefs and practices of the latter. This dissatisfaction has manifest
itself in the desire to dissociate himself from the fundamentalist by a
change of name. It appears that the honest person who retains the title
of "fundamentalist" does not attempt to decry every criticism which the
evangelical has leveled against him, but is led to a spirit of self-
evaluation and introspection. He wonders if there is not an imderlying
motive in this attitude "sriiich is not readily seen in the reasons given
for such a position. The question is also raised as to whether or not
^^ibid., p. 42.
^\alvoord, o�. cit., p. 35,
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this position will be destructive to the fundamental tenets of the faith.
If his answer is that there is no underlying motive and that there is
nothing detrimentally inherent in this attitude regarding the fundamentals
of the faith, if there is no spirit of compromise, then why the change?
Walvoord presents us with the following analysis; ��Many evangelicals
believe theologically all the fundamentals of the faith as outlined by
the ftmdamentalists. What is the difference, then, between an evangelical
and a ftmdamentalist?"^^
IV. WHAT IS THIS DIFFERENCE?
First let it be said �tiiat "undeniably evangelicalism is funda
mentalism, if by fundamentalism is meant a tenacious insistence upon the
essential and caitral dogmas of historic Christianity, Yet just as
vindeniably evangelicalism is not fundamentalism as fundamentalism is
ordinaiHy construed. ��^^ The March, 1956 issue of Christian Life spoke
of those trends which marked the difference between fundamentalism and
evangelicalism noting the distinctives of the latter as (1) a friendly
attitude toward science, (2) a willingness to re-e:ramine beliefs con
cerning the work of the Holy Spirit, (3) a more tolerant attitude to^�ird
varying views of eschatology (4) a shift away from so-called extreme
dispensationalism, (5) an increased emphasis on scholarship, (6) a more
definite recognition of social responsibility, (?) a re-opening of the
^5ibid.
^^emon Grounds. "The Nature of Evangelicalism, �� Eternity, VII
(February, 1956), 13.
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subject of biblical inspiration and (8) a growing willingness of evan
gelical theologians to converse with liberal theologians,
Of the eight distinctive trends mentioned above, this writer's
research ^diich covered extensively fifty-nine^^ different journals,
magazines, periodicals in addition to numerous books, reveals that there
are three basic distinctives. They are found in the areas of Scripture,
ecclesiology and social theory* It seems that the evangelical position
fotmd therein cannot be regarded as obscxirantist and intellectually
indefensible. In sharp contrast to the fundamentalist who was deeply
siispicious of scholarship as such, the evangelical theologians have been
detennined to defend orthodoxy with the best scholarship available, and
67"is Evangelical Theology Changing?" Christian Life, XVII
(March, 1956), I6-I9,
��The following is a list of the joximals, magazines and peri
odicals consulted in "Uais writer's bibliographic survey and articles
from same are found entered in the Bibliography: The Asbury Seminarian,
Baptist Bulletin, Bibliotheca Sacra, Brethren Life and Thou^it, The
Brethren passionary Herald, Bulletin of Fuller Theological Seminary,
Calvin Forum, Catholic World, Central Conservative Baptist Quarterly,
Child Guidance in Christian Living, Christian Advocate, Christian Beacon,
The Christian Centxiry, Christian Life, Christianity Today, Church History,
The Churchman, Collegiate Challenge, Commentar'r, Concordia Theological
Monthly, Congregational Quarterly, Decision, Dialog, Encounter, Eternity,
Evangelical Beacon, The Evangelical Christian, The Evangelical Quarterly,
Evangelical Theological Society Bulletin, Foundations, Frontier, The
Gordon Review, Grace Journal, 'Bie Herald, rfl^, International Review of
Missions, Interpretation, Journal of the American Scientific Affiliation,
Journal of the Wesleyan Theological Society, The King^s Business, Latiji
American Evangelist, London Quarterly and Holbom Review, Lutheran
Quarterly, Moody Monthly, The Park Street Spire, Presbyterian Guardian,
The Presb7/terian Journal, Proceedings of the_ Wesley Historical Society,
The Reformed Journal, Religion in Life, Southwestern Journal of Iheology,
The Springfielder, Sunday School Times , Sword of the Lord, Theology
Today, Time, Urdted Evangelical Action, The Westminster 'Theolo^cal
Journal, V7orld Vision Magazine.
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to meet liberal scholarship on its own gromd. Indeed any unprejudiced
observer of American evangelicalism is forced to conclude that the move
ment of evangelicalism is marked by a new intellecttial vigor.
The inerrancy of the Scriptures has always been the touchstone of
fundamentalism, and evangelicals, like them make no apology for their
belief in the full inspiration�even infallibility of the Bible, However,
serious questions are now being asked: What does infallibility mean?
What is the nature of revelation? What is the extent of inerrancy?
A, W. Tozer, a vigorous supporter of fundamentalism, was fearful that
fxindamentalism had become the victim of its own virtue. Biblicism, he
claimed, had begotten the cult of tex�ualism, and tex�ualism had begotten
an \anethical carnality.
Thus it is that evangelicalism, while �nphasizing the authority of
the Bible, holding the Old and New Testaments to be the indefectible Word
of God, does not divinize or worship the book. It would seem to regard
Scripture as instrumental, a means to the end of a vital God-relationship
through Jesus Christ. Furthermore, evangelicalism would appear not to
sanction a crass literalism in interpretation, and definitely does not
subscribe to the dictation theory of inspiration. These are but a fevr of
the possible differences between the fundamentalists and the evangelicals
in the area of Scripture, the others to be treated in a later chapter.
Edward John Camell states mphatically that "the doctrine of the
chvirch is the dividing line between Fundamentalism and orthodoxy and the
lines a sharp one. Fundamentalism rests its case on a separatist view
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of the church, "^^ He is supported in his contention by Harold J, Ockenga
who believes ecclesiology to be the basic difference between the two.
Over and against the fundamentalist's view, the evangelicals have felt
a genuine concern over the scandal of disunity, especially as it relates
to the extreme separatist tendencies.
Finally, the evangelical breaks with the fundamentalist on the
grounds that he believes that the biblical teaching, the Bible doctrine
and ethics, must apply to the social scene, that there must be an appli
cation of it to the individual man. So, while an evangelical may stand
with the fundamentalist in all other respects including doctrine, the
stumbling stone is inevitably one's social theory.
Each of these distinctives will be dealt with in a subsequent
chapter. In concluding this chapter there is one important sidelight
that cannot be overlooked. It is a subject which may be called, "A
recognition from the left,"
V, A RECOGNITION FROM THE LEFT
Did the branch of evangelicalism which emerged in the early
forties go unnoticed by the theological left? The bibliographic survey
indicates that it reqxiired fifteen years for recognition to be given by
this area of the theological spectrum, A Canadian by birth, William
Hordem writing in A Layman's Guide to Protestant Theology recognized
in 1955 "a renaissance of scholarship in fundamentalist circles and a
^^Edward John Camell. "Orthodoxy: Cxatic Vs, Classical," The
Christian Century, LXXVII (March 30, I96O), 378.
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new conservative theology"^^ which was rising from the ashes of the older
mov^ent of fundamentalism. L. Harold DeWolf makes reference to interest
ing developments that he saw taking place in the fundamentalist movement
when he wrote Trends and Frontiers of Religious Thought in 1956, and
cited Cornelius Van Til, Carl F. H. Henry, Edward John Camell and
Harold J. Ockenga as the key men involved in this movement.
With the advent of the widely circulated journal Christianity
Today one would logically expect some comment, allusion or criticism of
evangelicalism, but there was not a word appearing in periodicals such
as The Christian Century. However, a present editor of The Christian
Century, Martin E. Marty did widte a major review article when the book
Contemporary Evangelical Thought edited by Carl F. H. Henry was released
in 1957* Under the title, "Intruders in the Crowded Center," he expresses
the hope that "it is still not too late to avoid a more bitter and
unfruitful repetition of the controversies of the 1920* s, but it will
take as much learning as we have seen to date, and much more charity. "^^
In the same journal, but with an ironical spirit, Amold Heam
wrote of the "Fundamentalist Renascence" on April 30th, 1958,
... something has been happening within fundamentalism. Away
from the centers of ecclesiastical power and theological education
in the major denominations, there has been a remarkable renascence
of intellectual activity among fundamentalist scholars.
"^^illiam Hordem. A Layman's Guide to Protestant Theology.
(New Yor^: McMillan, Rev. ed."l968')', p. 55.
''Slartin E. Marty. "Intruders in the Crowded Center," The Chris
tian Century. LXXIV (July 3, 1957), 821.
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A strand of irenicisni runs through their thought. They are able
to view other kinds of theology more objectively and appreciatively
than their predecessors did in the 1920' s, and to deal responsibly
with these theologies from the standpoint of their own presuppo
sitions. A new flexibility is developing in their restatement of
Protestant orthodoxy and with it a capacity to make their case in
tenas more sensitive to the integrity of the modem mind,72
Climaxing his article is an urgent plea for liberals to read the
writings of evangelicals I Heam points out that (1) they have something
to say on a high acadanic plane, (2) a liberal may or may not find com
mendable views but "he is likely to \mdergo at least one intellectually
constructive experience: he will hear some of his own views subjected
to acute and searching criticism from a theological view point whose
insights he has perhaps prematxirely ignored,"''-^ and (3) fundamentalism
may just possibly be moving toward a place of much greater influence
than it has heretofore occupied in American Protestantism,
As one reaches well into the I960�s William Hordem in his volume
New Directions in Theology Today devotes a chapter to what he describes
as "the new face of conservatism," The inclusion of "new conservatism"
in a survey of the contemporary theological scene is no longer novel.
This fact in itself argues effectively that conservative scholarship has
won a hearing not always granted it in the past fifty years.
Finally, in his revised edition of A Layman's Guide to Protestant
Theology in I968, Hordem writes tiiese words: "As I revise this chapter
(Fundamentalism and Conservative Christianity) I find that in the years
''^Arnold Heam. "Fundamentalist Renascence," The Christian
Century, LXXV (April 30, 1958), 528,
"
73ibid,
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since first I wrote it, the conservatives have moved further than I had
anticipated. Far from dying out, various opinion polls indicate that
the conservatives speak for a larger number of Protestant clergy and
laity than does any other theological position, , , , Perhaps someday
the ecumenical movement become broad enough to include the
conservatives ,
Hordem, o�, cit., p, 72,
CHAPTER II
EVANGELICALISM AND BIBLIOLOGY
Today the declaration "The Bible is the Word of God" is of primary
importance. It is one watershed of modem theological controversy.^ On
the right of this mountain peak are all those who believe that the Bible
is the revelation of God and that it is infallibly inspired. They may
differ on many details of the mode and the interpretation of that reve
lation, but they agree as to its authority. On the left of this peak are
all those who reject the Bible as the primary authority in faith and life,
substituting for it any one of several forms of authority ranging from
the human religious consciousness to the common experience and agreojient
of the church. Some of these on the left may agree with evangelicals as
to the truth of every primary doctrine of Scripture, but they themselves
do not belong to the right because they accept those doctrines on a
ground which is insufficient according to the evangelical. If the
pressure of the battle becomes too great, some will relinquish such
doctrines as the Virgin Birth, the unique Deity of Jesus Christ, the
bodily resurrection and the second coming of Jesus Christ, Therefore
though evangelicals may differ amongst themselves as to some details,
they are essentially together and must recognize this division in the
theological spectrum. Only on the basis of the Bible as the Word of the
���See for example, James I, Packer, "Contemporary Views of
Revelation," Christianity Today, III (November 24, 1958), 3-6; III
(December 8, 1958), 15-1?.
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Lord can evangelicals ever have agreement on Christ, on the way of
salvation, and on ecclesiastical matters. When the Bible is rejected
as authoritative, it resvilts in the liberal tendency to minimize
doctrine.
I. LIBERALISM
Most theological liberals viex^ the Bible as an anthology from
the extant literature of the Hebrews and early Christians which must be
investigated by trained scholars as any other literature from the ancient
world. Judgments of value must come after its impartial study. Only
then is one in a position to affirm its authority, inspiration or reve
lation, which is to say that this is not on the basis of any preconceived
theory, but from its discovered worth, Carl F. H, Henry in making ref
erence to liberal Protestant theology, which revolted against Christian
supematuralism and vigorously attacked the evangelicals' high view of
the Bible with its onphasis that a divinely intended identity exists
between Scripture and special revelation, outlines the liberal view:
(1) The Bible is not in its totality identical with special reve
lation, but in some of its parts contains divine revelation , , ,
(2) The canon is an essentially htiman collection. It is an anthology
of the highest ancient religious and moral insights, which are
admittedly to be foxmd in the Hebrew-Christian spiritual tradi
tion . . . (3) The Bible is not qualitatively tmique literature in
comparison with other sacred writings differing in kind from them.
Rather, it represents, by its superior insights, a higher degree of
general divine revelation than is elsewhere mirrored in religious
experience.2
^arl F, H, Henry, "Divine Revelation and the Bible," Inspiration
and Interpretation , (ed, ) John F, Walvoord (Grand Rapids: EercJmans,
l9577r"^r257^:25B,
II. NBO-ORTHODOXI
4-0
Neo-Orthodoxy, vMch was largely a reaction to liberalism
(Karl Barth and Erail Brunner being among the leading spokesmen), views
the Bible as the indispensable witness to special redemptive revelation.
However, "Neo-orthodoxy asserts that Scripture is not itself revelation,
because by its veiy nature revelation, it is supposed, does not allow
of inscripturation,"3 Furthermore as Karl Barth emphasizes, the Bible
is a fallible book. He asserts the vulnerability of the Bible, that its
capacity for errors also extends to its religious or theological and
ethical content, Eknil Brunner is just as outspoken as Barth in his
opposition to any idea of an infallible Bible, He writes, "The doctrine
of the divine infallibility of Scriptural texts is a clear parallel to
the doctrine of the infallibility of the Pope,"^
III, EVANGELICALISM
One of the allegations often heard today is that evangelicalism
has made concessions to neo-orthodoxy, especially in this area related
to inspiration and revelation. Christian Life in its March, 1956 issue
reported that the evangelical was reopening the subject of biblical
inspiration, and although it might then be just "a pebble in the pond
of conservative theology, it cotild expand to be the bombshell of
-'R, A. Finlayson, "Contemporary Ideas of Inspiration," Revelation
and the Bible, (ed. ) Carl F, H, Henry (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1958 )> P. 225.
h.
Emil Brunner, ^e Divine-Human Encoiuiter (Philadelphia: West
minster Press, 194-3), p. 172,
mid-century evangelicalism, The evangelicals have reopened the subject
of biblical inspiration in spite of the suspicion and outspoken criticism
by ftmdamentalists who believed that the evangelical was about to svir-
render a basic doctrine.
It must be stated in clear and uneqtiivocal terms that the evan
gelical, like the fundamentalist, believes the Bible to be the infallible
and inspired Word of God, but in contrast to what appears to be a blind
acceptance of the same by the latter, the evangelical is asking, "VJhat
does infallibility mean? What is the nature of revelation? What is the
extent of inerrancy?" Kenneth S, Kantzer in an interview with C. Stacey
Woods in 1956 maintained that "It is always jfitalics in the origin^^
necessary in every /italics in the original| generation for Christians to
rethink and to restate their position with respect to the important doc
trines of the Christian faith. At this particvilar time, however, it is
especially appropriate that we should consider the problem of inspiration
for several reasons, "^ The decline of modernism, ^diich denies authority,
and the rise of neo-orthodoxy which proposes a new authority are the two
factors, says Kantzer, which have created a theological situation in which
anyone vdio wishes to set forth a view of authority in religious matters
can now for the first time in many decades secure an honest hearing.
It appears that the willingness of the evangelical to reopen the
5"Is Evangelical Theology Changing?" Christian Life, XVII
(March, 1956), 18.
^Kenneth S. Kantzer. "The Wheaton Position on Inspiration,"
Eternity, VII (December, I956), 8.
subject of biblical inspiration is paralleled by the rise of neo-orthodoxy
and the emphasis given to the matter of the Word of God by such dia
lectical theologians as Karl Barth and Emil Brunner. An acute observer
of this theological option soon discovers that the neo-orthodox theo
logians are using the traditional terms of orthodoxy, and therefore the
evangelical felt compelled to restate the conservative position so as to
set it in contrast to the neo-orthodox approach. In addition, Wilbur
Smith writes that "the most conservative theologians today agree that the
\diole subject of biblical inspiration needs re-investigation. What the
majority of conservatives of our time mean by 'the inspiration of the
Scriptures' is certainly not for example what Luther meant by the
phrase, "^
Carl F. H, Henry supports this feeling by saying, "The impact of
neo-orthodox theology has been felt especially in the area of Biblical
authority. I notice a weakening even in some conservative circles of
confidence in the high doctrine of Script\ire."
IV. EVANGELICALISM AND NBO-ORTHODOXT
Evangelicalism and neo-orthodoxy are on the opposite sides of a
gulf in the theological spectrum with respect to the basic issues
involved in relating the Bible and God's revelation. Whereas, evan
gelicals insist that a significant revelation from God must be expressed
''"Is Evangelical Theology Changing?" Christian Life, XVII
(March, 1956), 19.
"
�Ibid,
in words and propositions, neo-orthodoxy repudiates any notion of prepo
sitional revelation. To the latter, God himself cannot be objectively
known* Propositions about Him which the Bible presents must be discussed
as non-divine in origin, and thus non-authoritative. God's self-
disclosure is in no sense identical with the representation given in the
record of Scripture. That is to say, neo-orthodoxy maintains that the
Bible only "contains" the Word of God, whereas evangelicalism makes it
clear that the Bible, in a fundamental sense, still is the Word of God.
Carl F. H. Henry writes:
The Bible is no mere record of revelation, but is itself reve
lation. Revelation is inscripturated. ... This identification
of written sentences and propositions with special divine revelation
... evangelical Christianity holds to be not merely the historic
Christian view, but an indispensable element in a proper Biblical
theology. 9
In a volume issued on "the centennial of Wheaton College as a
testimony to its historic faith. The Word For This Century, Kenneth S,
Kantzer, now Dean of Trinity Evangelical Divinity School, summarizes a
number of the similarities and disagreements between the evangelical and
neo-orthodox positions on inspiration. First, according to the evan
gelical view "the ultimate object of all Biblical revelation is God as a
person. "^^ Evangelicals are to remember that the Bible was not given to
man as setting forth a set of propositions somewhat like Euclid's book
of geometry, but that its purpose is to bring man into a direct encounter
"Henry, o�. cit., p. 256.
^^Kenneth S. Kantzer. "The Authority of the Bible," The Word
For This Century, (ed.) Merrill C. Tenney (New York: Oxford University
Press, 19^, P� 3^*
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with God resulting in a response of faith. Secondly, Kantzer declares
that biblical revelation is by divine acts, that is to say proclaiming
what God has done for man. Thirdly, he contrasts evangelicalism with
neo-orthodoxy by pointing out that while the biblical revelation is
personal, it is most definitely also prepositional, "It is true that
God reveals Himself as a person; and it is true that He does so through
acts. But it is also true that God gives specific revelation of truth
to His prophets and apostles, "^^ Fourth, Kantzer writes, "Revelation
must be subjectively appropriated,"^ It is obvious that he is pro
claiming the need for the Bible to be believed and obeyed. Thus,
The cliche', *The Bible becomes the Word of God,*' , , , has a
significant element of truth in it. The biblical message came from
God whether men receive it as such or whether they do not, but now
and again the Spiidt of God takes the words of the Bible and makes
them subjectively the Word of God to individual men. Instead of the
dead letter of the law, the Bible thereby becomes the living voice
of the Spirit in the hearts of men. It becomes God's contemporary
message spanning in an instant the millennia between the prophet of
old and the men of today, ^3
V, EVANGELICAL DISTINCTIVES
In outlining some of the major distinctives of evangelicalism vath
respect to the Scriptures it will become obvious at what points evan
gelicalism differs from fundamentalism, Edward J, Camell illustrated
the new coneem in The Case for Orthodox Theology, where he admitted that
^^Ibid, . p, 38.
^^Ibid, , p, 39.
^^ibid, , pp. 40-41,
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science and higher criticism presented difficulties for the orthodox
(evangelical) view of Scripture, However, the Bible gives a religious
perspective of the world, not a scientific one, and the former is not
always subservient to the latter. In matters of higher criticism, Camell
recognized that evangelicals needed more charity.
Reviews and articles reveal that Camell 's book was offensive to
fvindamentalists and to some evangelicals, most of whom felt that he was
giving lip service to verbal, plenary inspiration while actually denying
it. Other men, like Bemard Ramm and Billy Graham have been criticized
for saying that verbal inspiration is only a theory and not a matter of
supreme importance for Christian faith, Graham is reported to have
stated that the ground for Christian fellowship is not the inspiration of
Scripture, but the deity of Jesus Christ, while Ramm allows for an ortho
doxy which is not dependent upon verbal inspiration. Others have asserted
that the infallibility of Scripture refers primarily to matters of faith
and life and not to minor details of history. The term infallible might
even be redefined so as to be compatible with the inaccuracies, discrep
ancies, and errors fovmd in the Bible, While many evangelicals wotild not
be prepared to go this far, almost all assert that the Bible is subject
to interpretation, and the key to this interpretation is not literalism,
but progressive revelation.
Broadly speaking, evangelicalism suggests to those on the right a
less rigid view of inspiration and infallibility, vriiile to those on the
left that they proclaim prepositional revelation and the full authority
of the Scriptures, In accomplishing this, the evangelical feels that he
is restating and defending the irreducible minimum of the Gospel,
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First, evangelicalism emphasizes the authority of the Bible,
holding the Old and New Testaments to be the indefectible Word of God,
There will be some who misunderstand and say that evangelicalism is there
fore guilty of bibliolatry. Emil Brunner has so accused orthodoxy (and
evangelicalism) of making "The Bible an idol and me its slave." To an
evangelical this is an obvious misvmderstanding, for no evangelical feels
that he worships the Bible. In no sense at all does it become, for him a
"paper pope." Bemard Ramm who has repeatedly tried to bring this to the
attention of liberals and neo-orthodox theologians, on one occasion writ
ing in The Christian Centtiry said;
The authority of Scripture is a delegated one; therefore we must
never be guilty of bibliolatry. The supreme content of Scripture is
Jesus Christ ... and therefore the main weight of the word of
authority is Christological and redemptive (and not abstractly
juridicial). The written Word of God is sealed to the heart (via the
gospel) by the Holy Spirit and therefore it is an authority received
with joy ... and not received (as often alleged) as if it were an
autocratic and sacrosanct paper pope. 15
James I. Packer in repl3ring to the charge that to regard the Bible as
written revelation is bibliolatry, diverting to Scripture the honor due
only to God says, "the truth is rather that we honor God precisely by
16
honoring Scripture as his written Word." Scripture is nothing more
than an instrument, a means to the end of a vital relationship with God
through His Son Jesus Christ.
Erail Binanner. Revelation and Reason (Philadelphia; Westminster
Press, 1946), p. 181.
^^Bemard Ramm, "Authority and Scripture II," The Christian
Century, LXXVIII (March 1, I96I), 226.
^^James I. Packer. "Contemporary Views of Revelation," Revelation
and the Bible, (ed.) Carl F. H. Henry (Grand Rapids; Baker, 1958), p. 96.
The evangelical, secondly, does not sanction a crass literalism in
interpretation. Through the study of the Scriptures he has seen that
they contain much that is in poetic and symbolic language which makes the
literal interpretation quite questionable. There is an awareness by the
evangelical of both literal and figurative language being used in Scrip-
txire to convey great and essential truths. A, Berkeley Mickelsen,
Professor of KLble and Theology at the Graduate School of Wheaton College
writes:
When the interpreter becomes aware of the difference between
literal and figurative langxiage and why figurative language is so
indispensable in convejring the truths of God, his respect grows for
figurative language, 17
To call something literal which is figurative, for the evangelical is
just as erroneous as to make something figurative which is literal. To
say that certain language is figurative does not mean that the event is
unreal. In fact, when the language of the earthly realm as we have known
it is used to describe creation for example, the figurative language best
conveys that which is most real, abiding and certain.
Third, evangelicalism in taking care to point out a number of con
fusions about and misrepresentations of the orthodox concept of inspira
tion has mphatically stated that it does not subscribe to the dictation
theory of inspiration, "which no Protestant theologian seems ever to have
1 ftheld,"-"-" This statement is prompted by the continuous caricaturization
^"^A, Berkeley Mickelsen. Interpreting The Bible (Grand Rapids:
Eerdmans, 1963), p. 376.
�^�^James I. Packer, "Contemporary Views on Revelation," Chris
tianity Today, III (November 24, 1958), 4, Note: This is possibly an
overstatement by Packer, for there were those who held to dictation for
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by liberals of the orthodox theory of inspiration as a theory of mechan
ical dictation. However, evangelicals such as Vernon Grounds negates
this by saying.
Subscription to the � . . doctrine of verbal inspiration does not
mean that we think Scriptxire was produced by a process of dictation
in which God cancelled out the personalities of the writers He worked
with and through, using them merely as stenographic puppets. ...
Scripture was produced by the concursive operation of each human
author and the Divine Author�a psychological mystery, to be sure�
an interaction and inter-relationship in which the human author
freely excercised every faculty and expressed himself in his own
distinctive style and vocabulary according to his own distinctive
intellectual, emotional, and spiritual traits, acquired from his o^m
distinctive backgroxind of heredity and experience. ^9
In defining inspiration, evangelicals do not equate it with reve
lation itself, although revelation was an activity of God's Spirit, but
the recording of inscripturation of revelation. This is the influence
of the Holy Spirit upon the minds of the writers so that they correctly
recorded the mind and will of God. This does not assume that everything
in the Bible was received by revelation, but that everything taught in
the Bible is true. Historians like Luke and Ezra may have had no reve
lation, but they were rendered the infallible teachers of God by inspi
ration. Moses may have received much of his information from tradition,
and yet the activity of God's Spirit enabled him to select and teach the
truth. Inspiration means that these holy men, selected providentially
and prepared for the divine purpose are set apart as inspired and thus
example the Lutheran "Scholastics."
^Vernon Grounds. "The Old Biblicism and the New," (Denver,
Colorado, Conservative Baptist Theological Seminary), pp. 3-4
(Mimeographed. )
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qualitatively ciistinct from all others, who may be illuminated by His
Spirit. The Holy Spirit has diversities of gifts, but inspiration means
that men became the organs of God so that what they taught, God taught.
Plenary inspiration must not be confused with dictation. Had God
dictated all that is in the Bible, it would contain one vocabulary, style
and logical structure. Men were the intelligent, voluntary, co-operative
agents of God so affected by the Holy Spirit that in thinking, willing
and living they became for this purpose the organs of God. Their human
faculties were not suspended but heightened and elevated. Hence the
various parts of the Bible are extemely different in such matters as
style and construction. Yet, these very writers thenselves claim that
their teaching did not originate in their own minds. They were moved
upon by the Holy Spirit. This describes the elevation, suggestion and
superintendence excercised upon and over them so that their writings were
preserved from error and they infallibly taught what God intended.
The issue of inerrancy in regard to Scripture has become increas
ingly important in the discussions of evangelical theologians. Many
have considered giving it up entirely, while others have sought to defend
it without actually defining it. In Beyond Fundamentalism , Daniel P,
Stevick writes, "The ideas of 'verbal inspiration and inerrancy* rmain
with us, like marsupial mammals, survivors from an era otherwise
extinct, ��'^^ He infers that these must be relinguished if the conservative
is to "grow up" and rejoin the conversations of contemporary theologians.
'^^Daniel P, Stevick. Beyond Fundamentalism (Richmond, Virginia:
John Knox Press, 1964), p, 52,
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The controversial Dewey M. Beegle, after being reared in a religious
milieu in which the plenary inspiration and inerrancy of Scripture were
greatly stressed, came to experience increasing difficulty with this
approach. The volume. The Inspiration of Scripture published in I963,
contrary to the expectation which its title might induce, is not a presen
tation of the theme of inspiration in its generality. Rather, it is in
the main a marshalling of the arguments which appear to Beegle to militate
against the doctrine of biblical inerrancy, and Professor Beegle seems to
regard the question of infallibility as being of secondary importance.
On the other hand, Harold Lindsell in addressing the Evangelical
Theological Socieiy stated, "One's view of the Bible loltimately determines
one's theology in all its ramifications. It is like the continental
divide in the United States which marks off the flow of water either to
the Atlantic or to the Pacific Oceans depending on which side of the
divide the waters fall. Inexorably and inevitably the waters find their
way to their ultimate destiny just as one's view of the Bible determines
ultimately what his theology will be,"^^
An example of how evangelicals are redefining inerrancy is found
in an article by E, F. Haridson, Professor of New Testament at Fuller
Theological Seminary in Christianity Today, entitled, "Criteria of
Biblical Inerrancy," Harrison states that there are criteria that con
servatives may have once reqxiired for biblical inerrancy that today's
evangelicals consider excessive and unecessary. These include such
^ Harold Lindsell, "A Historian Looks At Inerrancy," Evangelical
Theological Society Bulletin, VIII (Winter, I965), 10,
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criteria as the insistence that miiltiple accounts of the sauxe event
shovild use the same words in describing it; the insistence that all
statements of Scripture at all periods sho\ild be complete and final
(he holds instead that there is a progress of revelation and response to
the Word of God); the insistence that quotations be verbably exact (he
points out that the biblical writers often quoted from memory); the
insistence that any difficulties should be judged as errors; and the
insistence that biblical statements about natural phenomena be scien
tifically accurate (he urges, instead that scriptural descriptions of
nature are popular rather than scientific).
In contrast to these excessive demands, Harrison reminds his
readers of three basic assumptions, namely (1) that the Bible was written
in patterns of thought that represent an Oriental milieu that often
differs from our own, (2) that the unity of scriptural truth is not incom
patible with diverse biblical statements, and (3) that Scripture should
be judged in terns of its faithfulness to its intended purpose.*^
It is not surprising to observe that evangelicalism therefore,
does not insist upon the King James Version of the Bible as the authorized
translation, fixed, sacred and \inimprovable. It may be noted that there
was a tendency among some unlettered fundamentalists to assert that
divine revelation was often simply to be identified with the text of the
Bible and that of the King James Version. In contrast orthodoxy and
evangelicalism limits inspiration to the autographs or the original
'^E, F. Harrison. "Criteria of Biblical Inerrancy," Christianity
Today, II (January 20, 1958), 16-18.
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manuscripts. For example, the Evangelical Theological Society holds to a
simple doctrinal basis which every member must affirm, namely, "The Bible
alone, and the Bible in its entirety, is the Word of God written, and
therefore inerrant in the autographs,"
Evangelicalism clearly recognizes the obvious fact that our present
versions contain some "errors" due to the intricate problems of trans
lating and transmitting the Scriptures from language to language, culture
to cultvire, and century to century, ^3 although none of these are regarded
as being doctrinally significant. Thus, evangelicalism welcomes every
new attempt which makes the Bible \mderstandable and meaningful to the
everyday man.
Because the Bible vdiich the church possesses in the 20th century
is a copy of an indefectible original, a copy marred by transcriptional
mistakes and scribal blunders, careful criticism is required to eliminate
same. This is done only through objective scholarship and research which
the contemporary evangelical is now pursioing to a far greater degree than
his predecessor, the fundamentalist, Ihe evangelical values the contri
butions of the textual expert, the findings of the archeologist and the
insights of the exegete, "for there is no question of the importance of
textual and historical criticism, "'^^
The evangelical confesses that his view of Scripture leaves a
residue of problems unsolved. However, he still adheres firmly to the
23see Edward J, Young, "The God-breathed Scripture," Grace
Journal, VII (February, 1956), 13.
Earle Ellis, "The Authority of Scripture: Critical Judgments
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doctrine of plenary inspiration because he believes that the doctrine of
errorless autographs is the best possible formulation of scriptural
claims and data,
VI. MODERATING VOICES MONG EVANGELICALS
Even amidst the acceptable reopening of the subject of biblical
inspiration, there have appeared evangelicals (some of -whom seemingly
possess able minds and have acquired the apparati of scholarship) who
have broken with or are in the process of breaking with, the doctrine of
an inerrant Scripture, It is their claim that inerrancy is indefensible,
and in order to be intellectually honest they must reject it. Other
evangelicals appear baffled by this stance, regarding it as illogical,
asserting that this same attitude and approach to scholarship ultimately
makes impossible the retention of cardinal doctrines such as the Virgin
Birth and the physical resxirrection. Fear is expressed that, with almost
fatalistic certainty, in due time these moderating evangelicals vjho deny
inerrancy will adopt new positions such as belief in the multiple author
ship of Isaiah and the idea that there is myth and saga in Genesis. It is
the opinion of Harold Lindsell that "the moderating proponents among the
Evangelicals stand in mortal danger of defecting from the foundation on
which the New Evangelicalism was bxult, of evacuating that which it came
into being to defend, of surrendering to an inclusive theology that it
in Biblical Perspective," The Evangelical Quarterly, XXXIX (October-
December, 19^7 ), 201,
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opposed, and of hiding its deception in a plethora of word semantically
disguised so as to curry favor vdth those who deny inerrancy, and at the
same time to retain the allegiance of those -who cling to the old doc
trine, "25 This expression of fearful uneasiness is echoed strongly in
the words of J, Barton Payne of Wheaton College who declared in Chris
tianity Today that the reticence of some scholars to affirm inerrancy
testifies to the wisdom of the founders of the Evangelical Theological
Society (North America's fellowship of Bible-believing theologians)
in restricting its membership to scholars who support the inerrancy
of Script;ire's autographs. But it also -warns evangelicalism that it
must now gird up its loins to face within its o-wn institutions an
apostasy from full biblical authority, such as occurred within Prot
estantism as a \faole half a century ago, , , , ^fust evangelicalism
, , , face the unhappy task of having "to cross-examine the profession
of some of its leaders? The Evangelical Theological Society, as most
particialarly involved, pledges itself to remove from its membership
any -whose employment of the English language permits acceptance of
the Bible as 'wholly truthful' but not 'inerrant, '2o
This letter -to the edi-tor was the res^^lt of Payne's reading of the
report vdiich appeared in the same journal on the Seminar on Scripture
held from June 20-29th, I966, at Gordon College and Di-vinity School,
Wenham, Massachusetts, for "intensive discussion of the authority and
inspiration of the Bible, "^'^ In the very next issue, a letter -written by
^�^Lindsell, o�, cit, , p, 11,
26
J, Bar-ton Payne, "Cross-Examine Leaders?" Christianity Today, X
(September 2, I966), I8-I9,
27'"Ten Efeiys at Wenham: A Seminar on Scripture," Christianity Toda^;
X (July 22, 1966), 41,
Attending this seminar were fifty-one scholars, most of them
seminary professors and administrators from six European countries as
well as from Australia, Korea, Canada and the United States. They repre
sented various communions such as Anglican, Reformed, Lutheran, Baptist,
Methodist, Congregational, Free Church and independent bodies. The daily
sessions were moderated by Harold J. Ockenga. Major papers covered such
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Kenneth Kantzer and Edward J. Yovmg suggested that the editorial comments
under the heading, "The Bible as a Beacon" presented an incon^lete
picture, for in fact there were serious differences of opinion about the
Scriptures at the Seminar.
Tx-ra mutually exclusive approaches to the Bible seemed to under-
gird much of the discussion. One approach held that it was possible
to begin with the so-called phenomena of Scripture and from these to
arrive at a proper view of the Bible. The other, which we believe to
be the scriptural procedure, -tras to accept what the Bible had to say
about itself and to interpret the phenomena in the light of Scrip
ture's explicit statements. Only upon the basis of the biblical
doctrine concerning itself may "ttie phenomena be properly studied.
Inasmuch as we adhere to this latter method, we heartily affirm
our belief in the inerrancy of the sacred Scriptures and cannot
vinderstand how any Christian can hesitate to affirm such belief, for
the Scripture 'cannot be broken' (John 10:33b).29
Edward John Camell in commenting upon the above letter^^ -t^oleheartedly
agreed with the manner in which both Kantzer and YoTing defended the
doctrine of biblical inerrancy, even though he felt that the defense is
actually a reconstruction and restatement of the procedures set dovm by
the great Princeton theologian B. B. Warfield.
subjects as archeology, biblical authority in the light of exegesis and
hermeneutics, Roman Catholic attitudes toward Scripture, liberal stereo
types of the evangelical view of the Bible, the contemporary relevance of
Warfield' s approach to inspiration, and the theological definition of
authority, inspiration and inerrancy. Presenting papers were Donald J.
Wiseman, Hermann Ridderbos, James I. Packer, Oswald C. J. Hoffmann, and
Kenneth S, Kantzer.
^^"The Bible as a Beacon," Christianity Today, X (July 22, I966),
27.
^E. J. Young, Kenneth S. Kantzer. "Incomplete Picture," Chris
tianity Today, X (September 16, I966), 18.
30e. J. Camell. "The Penney or the Cake," Christianity Today, XI
(October 14, I966), 21-22.
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Roger Nicole, a participant in the VJenham Seminar acknowledges
that some of the scholars present "suggested that we might legitimately
expect some representations in Scripture which wovild not coincide with
modern standards of reporting. Still others indicated that they dis
liked the term 'inerrancy* not because they held that there are in fact
errors in the Bible, but because they felt that the term is open to mis
understanding and is likely to precipitate debate about peripheral
minutiae in which the evangelical may be called upon to vindicate the
Scripture in areas vdiere we lack the full data for explanation."-^^
There is evidenced a tension among evangelicals who revere a high
view of Scriptvire and Professor Nicole advocates an acceptance of those
evangelicals holding a more open view, for "if there is one thing which
evangelicals do not need at the present juncture, it is to splinter their
effectiveness by excessive divisiveness. "^^ He continued:
Perhaps this is the time to remember that VJarfield was willing to
welcome James Orr for the Stone Lectures at Princeton (1903)� vjhile
Orr as editor-in-chief of the International Standard Bible Ency
clopedia requested Warfield to prepare the articles on 'Inspiration*
and 'Revelation* for this work. Present-day evangelicals might do
well to exercise a similar degree of forbearance vdth one another. 33
3lRoger Nicole. "Dialogue on the Bible Continues," Christianity
Today, XI (December 23, 1966), 1?.
-^^Nicole, op. cit. , p. 17. See also Harold Lindsell who writes
"those \ib..o accept biblical inerrancy should not break with those v:ho
disagree with them vmless the divergence includes a further departure
from other major doctrines of orthodoxy. Perchance the continuance of
closest contacts vdll convince those who reject inerrancy what the logical
consequences of such rejection involve." o�. cit. , p. 10, n. 3.
33Nicole, o�. cit. , p. 17.
CHAPTER III
EVANGELICALISM AND ECCLESIOLOGY
Research in this study leads to the conclusion that, in contrast
to fundamentalists, evangelicals have given serious consideration to
ecclesiology, vdth particular attentibn to the nature of the Church,^
Other questions facing the evangelical are, vjhat is the basis for fellovr-
ship vdth, or separation from, other groups of professing believers; and
vihat should be the relationship between local churches or denomd-
nations and such inter-denominational federations as the National Council
of Churches (N.C.C.) and the World Council of Churches (W.C.C. )?
An important part of the evangelical's attention in this area has
been devoted to a criticism of tendencies within fundamentalism which he
believes to be detrimental to the cause of conservative Christianity,^
Harold J, Ockenga in giving expression to his belief that the basic
difference between fundamentalism and the new evangelicalism is eccle
siology vndtes:
�^See William Childs Robinson, "The Nature of the Church,"
Christian Faith and Modem Theology, Carl F, H, Henry (ed, ), (New York:
Channel Press, 19^), pp, 3^9-399; James I, Packer, "The Nature of the
Church," Basic Christian Doctrines, Carl F. H, Heniy (ed, ), (New York;
Holt, Rinehart and V/inston, 19^277 pp, 241-24?; V/illiam B, Williamson,
"The Doctrine of the Church," Christianity Today, VI (December 8, I96I),
pp, 11-13 and VI (December 22,"T961), pp. 11-13; Marcus L, Loane, Christ
and His Church, (Washington, D, C, : Christianity Today Publications,
n.d,yfAlan Stibbs, God's Church, (London; Inter-Varsity, 1959).
2one of the most critical articles is by Edward J, Camell in The
Christian Century entitled "Orthodoxy: Cultic vs. Classical," It is his
expressed belief that "the doctrine of the church is the dividing line
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The cause of the fundamentalist defeat in the ecclesiastical scene
lay partially in fundamentalism's erroneous doctrine of the Church
which identified the Church with believers who were orthodox in doc
trine and separatist in ethics. Purity of the Church was emphasized
above the peace of the Church. 2 Corinthians 6:14-17 was used to
justify the continuous process of fragmentation, contrary to the
meaning of the passage itself. Emphasis was upon contention for the
faith rather than the commission of missions, evangelism, education
and worship. ... The evangelical defense of the faith theologically
is identical with that of the older fundamentalists. The evangelical
believes in creedal Christianity, in the apologetic expression of
Christianity, in the revelational content and framework of Chri-S-
tianity. Therefore, he stands by the side of these fundamentalist
leaders. He differentiates his position from theirs in ecclesiology.-^
The differences between the evangelical and the ftindamentalist are found
in matters such as separatism, ecumenicity and cooperative evangelism.
I. SEPARATISM
The bibliography indicates there is constant tension between
pxirity and unity in the church. The basic criticisms are (1) if you
insist on a pure church, you invite constant schism and fragmentation,
Tintil you evolve a church in which you are the sole member, and (2) if
between fundamentalism and orthodoxy. Fundamentalism rests its case on a
separatist view of the church. It contends that when a denomination has
modernists among its clergy or missionaries, a Christian must withdraw
financial support until said modernists are deposed. And if financial
boycott fails, a Christian must disaffiliate forthwith; he must start a
"pure witness" for the Gospel, ... Fundamentalists believe they are
superior because they have withdravm from the historic denominations; they
imagine that they alone glorify the gospel. Since the fundamentalist is
deprived of the happy security that comes from comratinion with the church
universal, he must devise substitute securities all of his own. And the
handiest substitute�the one calling for the least energy and skill�is
to appear better by making others appear worse." The Christian Century,
LXXVII (March 30, I96O), 378-379.
�Harold J, Ockenga. "Restirgent Evangelical Leadership," Chris
tianity Today, V (October 10, I96O), 12-13.
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you insist on a united chtirch, you court impurity and apostasy, until you
evolve a church in vdiich nobody cares what you believe or disbelieve.
It is evident that there are two extremes in the church today,^
First, there is the strong emphasis upon the oneness of the church with
the corollary that this biblical truth of church tmity demands expression
in an ecumenical structvire. Bishop Fred Pierce Corson, a Methodist
clergyman in an address delivered to a Roman Catholic College said:
There is a structural unity \^ch woTjO-d make us all one in organ
ization, � , , Then there is the unity of absorption, which opens
its doors and takes everybody on the outside in, . . � There is the
unity which comes through action, an expressional unity idiich pre
sents an xinbroken front for Christendom against its common ene
mies, , , , Oneness in Christ, a unity of spirit and of action, a
unity that is organic and coordinated is an objective of Christian
tinity vdiich I believe to be achievable,5
Archbishop Howard H, Clark, the Anglican Primate of Canada
expresses the ecvmenist's passion when he says,
Nothing less than the reunion of all Christendom should be our
goal, Oujr aim should be the union not only of Protestants, but also
with Orthodox J^at is. Eastern] churches, and even, far away and
difficult as it seems, with the Roman Catholic Church,"
Secondly, there is the so-called "separatist movement," foxind at
the extreme idght of the "Uieological spectrum -idiich feels that visible
unity in any shape is an empty thing unless there is doctrinal purityo
^See companion articles, Walter R, Martin, "The Case For Fellow
ship," and Lowell R, Humphries, "The Case For Separatism," United
Evangelical Action, XXI (December, I962), 9-10, 20-24,
5c, Stanley Lowell. The Ecumenical Mirage (Grand Rapids: Baker,
1967), p. 15 citing The Boston Pilot, October 12, I963.
^Lowell, o�. cit,, p, 19 citing Telegram Weekend Magazine, Vol. 10,
No, 47, i960. Quoted by T, H, Linton in The Gospel Standard, September,
1964,
~
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The \mity of the church is relegated largely to the church invisible and
to spiritual relationships; and theological correctness is made the all�
important test of fellowship in the "visible" church. Doctrinal purity
is more important than outward unity.
Certain conservatives state they can have nothing in common with
the liberal or neo-orthodox believer. Conversely, the evangelical is
dissatisfied with the hyper-separatism so prevalent within fundamentalism.
Although there are a number of objections that the evangelical has to
separatism, the evangelical is not opposed to separatism per se. There
may be and \indoubtedly have been times when separation from theological
apostasy has been justified. However there appears to be a division of
opinion as to how the Church in this era is to be reformed in light of
the apparent theological deviations which have gained a sympathetic
hearing,^ In stating the contention that reformation should not be by
separation the following evidence is offered by evangelicalism.
First, separatism has tended to foster divisive attitudes within
orthodoxy. There appears to be no objection to the right of the con
servative to disagree and even to dissent from liberalism, but the heatit-
ache comes when men fail to stop there and carry their divisive tendencies
into their conduct toward their fellow Christians,� It would seem that a
7see Klaas Runia, "When is Separation a Christian Duty?" Chris
tianity Today, XI (June 23, 196?), 3-5; XI (July 7, I967), 6-8,
�See R. W, Lazear, "Fundamentalism's Facades," Eternity, VII
(December, 1956), I6-I7, 43-44. ", , . I am thinking now of a separation
which is actually a facade, fine looking at first glance, but actually
wrong. The attitude of spiritual aloofness, , , , Fundamentalism's
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prime characteristic of a separatist is theological pugnaciousness. The
tests for Christian fellowship become so severe that divisions within the
chtxrch are considered a sign of virtue. VJhen there are no modernists
from vdiich to withdraw, fundamentalists sometimes compensate by with
drawing from one another over doctrinal minutiae such as whether or not
the rapture takes place before or after the tribulation. Edward J,
Camell writes:
Contemporaiy orthodoxy is a curious blend of classical and cxiltic
elements for whereas it claims to be true to general Biblical doc
trine, it defends a separatist view of the church. Behind this
inconsistency is the familiar error of thinking that possession of
truth is the same thing as possession of virtue. As long as ortho
doxy is comforts by this error, it imagines that it is sufficiently
virtuous to decide who are, and who are not, members of the church.
And once the nature of church membership is decided, it is only a
matter of mechanics to decide the nature of the church itself. Since
only defenders of orthodoxy are fit members of the church (they alone
are virtuous), the presence or absence of the church is measured by
the presence or absence of such members. This is how the separatist
mentality operates, When the Bible says, 'Therefore come out from
them, and be separate from them, says the Lord, and touch nothing
unclean* (II Cor, 6:17), the separatist puts one construction on
this counsel; he must physically withdraw from any commvmion that is
not purely or-Uiodox, An endless proliferation results,9
An example of this proliferation can be observed by following a
chain of events beginning with J, Gresham Machen and his- battle wi-th
modernism in the I920*s, After a number of years of attempting -to reform
erroneous separation is seen in both our relations with fellow Chris-tians
and our rela-tions "to the world arotrnd us. As regards our fellow Chris
tians, how prone we are to look askance at the *non-fundamentalist* or at
the Christian who does not hold exactly the -views we hold. , , , How much
Christian fello-wship we miss because of this facade and how much times we
miss opportunities of helping to deepen the life of a fellow Christian,"
p. 43.
9^Edward J. Camell, The Case For Orthodox Theology (Philadelphia:
Westminster Press, 1959), PP. 132-133.
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the Presbyterian Church, he finally withdrew both from that denomination
and the facility of its Princeton Seminary and helped organize the Orthodox
Presbyterian Chtirch and the Westminster Theological Seminary. Later a
group of his followers led by Carl Mclntire dissented from his leadership
and split into still another denomination, the Bible Presbyterian Church
and its seminary, Faith Theological Seminary. Finally, under the leader
ship of Robert G. Raybum and R, Laird Harris, Covenant Theological
Seminary was organized and incorporated by the Evangelical Presbyterian
Synod in 1956 after an apparent clash of personalities at Faith Theo
logical Seminary. In the I960*s what appeared to be a more sophis
ticated expression of proliferation was indicated by the uncertainty and
fears of a number of scholars at ttie point of Fuller Theological
Seminary's theological position and their consequent transfer to Trinity
Evangelical Divinity School.
Secondly, evangelicalism asserts that separatism has tended to
exalt minor doctrines unduly and made them tests of fellowship.
��� For an excellent repoirt of the revolt in the k.C.C.C, and par
ticularly the events -vdiich led up to the breaking away from Faith
Theological Seminary, see Louis Gasper, The Fundamentalist Movement
(The Hag-ae: Mouton, I963), pp. 31-37.
In the autumn of 1929 Westminster Theological Seminary opened its
doors. See E. H. Rian. The Presbyterian Conflict (Grand Rapids, 19^0),
pp. 79-91. Faith Theological Seminary was fotinded in 1937 as a result of
the gathering apostasy in the Presbyterian Church in the USA. For
information see any catalogue of Faith Seminary. Covenant College and
Seminary are Bible Presbyterian institutions of higher learning.
��Covenant College was not brought into being 'by the will of man,' but
by the Providence of God, On the issue of the doctrinal purity of the
Visible Church, a movement arose in the early 1930 's, led by such men as
Dr. J. Gresham Machen. This movement restilted in the establishment of a
number of institutions and organizations, including the Bible Presbyterian
Church, �� Rie Bulletin of Covenant College and Theological Seminary, II
(April, 19577, 10.
" '
Fundamentalists in the Anabaptist-sectarian tradition, insist that the
purity of the church is to be considered prior to the Church's unity.
Often this purity is a matter of doctrinal correctness, enforced by
creedal tests and a well-defined doctrine of separation. Without true
doctrine there is no true Church, and the only way to maintain true doc
trine is by separation from apostasy: those who have fallen away from
the faith,
Carl F. H, Henry reports that this "spirit of independency" has
continued to incorporate "secondary doctrines into its creed with an
absoluteness that is incredible," He adds that as separatism "moves in
the direction of Pharisaism, man-made appendages to the Gospel become
all-important, constituting a test, for fellowship. Not one's belief in
Christ as God and Savior, but whether one sits on the right millenial
pew and properly dots every 'i' and crosses every 't' according to the
approved subsidiary requirements is determinative. Ultimately, this
chokes orthodoxy in the maze of the peripheral; it majors in the minors,
departing from the heart of the true faith while protesting that it alone
11
possesses the 'real' truth,"
E, J, Camell notes that the separatists ignore the scriptural
basis for fellowship and exalts his own:
Jesus himself was the rallying point for fellowship, doctrine, and
form: fellowship because the mourners were bound by cords of love;
doctrine because the teaching of the Lord was normative; and form
because the will of the Lord became the will of the group, , , ,
�'��'�Carl F, H, Henry, "The Perils of Independency," Christianity
Today, I (November 12, 1956), 20-22.
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The believers knew that if they failed to love one another, their
profession in doctrine and form woxild profit nothing,
Camell then goes on to show how the fvindamentalists only follow
in the footsteps of others in the history of the Church who have ignored
the scriptural basis of Christian fellowship and elevated their own
standards. In the Case for Orthodox Theology, Camell puts it in this
way:
Denominational distinctives are an index to our blindness, not
our vision, for if we knew Christ as we ought, we would succeed in
mediating the gospel without dividing brother from brother on the
level of the local community, , , , The apostles went everywhere
preaching the gospel, but sectarians go everywhere preaching the
Episcopal view of succession, the Lutheran view of the real presence,
the Baptist view of immersion, the Methodist view of holiness, and
the Pentecostal view of speaking in tongues, ^3
Thirdly, evangelicalism states that separatism has failed or
refused to commvinicate with those theologians with whom it disagrees.
Christian Life refers to this distinctive as the "growing willingness of
14
evangelical theologians to converse with liberal theologians," Evan
gelicalism tends to feel that this has helped to contribute to many of
liberalism's misunderstandings of precisely what it is that orthodoxy
believes, A case in point would be the widespread ignorance of the
orthodox view of inspiration mentioned in chapter two.
Furthermore, the evangelical appears to lay much of the blame for
orthodo^QT's surrender of mar^y large areas to liberalism at the feet of
1 9
�^^Edward J, Camell, The Kingdom of Love and Ihe Pride of Life,
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, I96O), p. 110,
^^Camell, Vcie Case for Orthodox Theology, p, 131.
14
"Is Evangelical Theology Changing?" Christian Life, XVII
(March, 1936), 19.
~
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the separatist. The separatists left whole denominations, together with
their seminaries in the hands of the liberals. Evangelicalism woiild not
deny that at the time of withdrawal the liberals were in control of these
things, but e^qjresses the belief that whenever evangelicals find them
selves in a minority position there is no warrant for surrender on that
basis alone. As a result of this action orthodoxy has little voice within
many of the influential areas of the church.
In contrast to the fundamentalists, then, evangelicals generally
have as their primary objective the recapture of "denominational leader
ship from within the denomination rather than abandoning these denomi
nations to modernism. It is time for firm evangelicals to seize their
opportunity to minister in and influence the modernist groups. Why is it
incredible that evangelicals should be able to infiltrate the denomina
tions and strengthen the things that remain, and possibly resume control
of such denominations?"^-^ However, Klaas Runia points out there are
serious questions to be faced by one who "takes this attitude, for
it does not -take due accomt of the fact that by stasdng in the
corrupted church to the bitter end one shares in the responsibility
for what is going on in it. In his use of the Body-of-Christ
metaphor, Paul made it abundantly clear that the chxirch is an
organism in -which one member is co-responsible for another, and the
single member for the whole body (I, Cor. 12; II Cor. 6:14-16).
Can we accept such a responsibili-ty even for heretics who deny the
fundamentals of the faith and who nevertheless are protected by the
church�yes, -who at times are even given prominent places? Second,
this position almost of necessity leads -to endless accommodations
and compromises. ... Third, is it really enough "to denottnce
error, heresy, and laxity by preaching and writing only? Is it not
-'Harold J. Ockenga, op. cit., pp. 14-15. See also article by
H. Dekker. "Evangelical Penetration of the W.C.C." Christianity Today,
II (January 20, 1958), 5-7.
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also our duty to fight against it in the councils and courts of the
church| thereby compelling the church to make its official position
clear?iO
Whether it be the method of "infiltration" advocated by Ockenga
or the "medio-surgical method" suggested by Klaas Runia, the separatist
continues to view the evangelical with suspicion, for he is convinced
that the evangelical is compromising the faith. In defence, evangel
icalism states that it is attempting to maintain a fidelity to the
doctrinal verities of the faith without the unfortunate excesses now so
common in separatism. In addition it is the evangelical's desire to be
a responsible witness in his generation rather than indulge in the Ivixary
of insulated withdrawal,
II, ECUMENICITY
"In the realm of ecumenism many evangelicals sense that world
conditions denand a new attitude toward unified witness and effort, "^^
This same note was struck earlier in 194? when Carl F, H, Henry in The
Uneasy Conscience of Modem Fundamentalism wrote:
Contemporary evangelicalism needs (1) to reawaken to the relevance
of its redemptive message to the global predicament; (2) to stress
the great evangelical agreements in a common world front; (3) to
discard elements of its message which cut the nerve of world com
passion as contradictory to the inherent genius of Christianity;
, , , The time has come now for Fundamentalism to speak with an
ecumenical outlook and voice; if it speaks in terms of the historic
Biblical tradition rather than in the name of secondary accretions or
^^aas Runia, "When is Separation a Christiaii Duty?" Christianity
Today, XI (July 7, I967), 7-8,
17
"Step up the Evangelical Thrust," Christianity Today, VI
(October 13, I96I), 32,
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of eschatological biases on vdiich evangelicals divide, it can
refashion the modern mind.^�
Almost ten years later Henry revealed what appeared to be a dual
nature of evangelicalism as he wrote two editorials in succession, one
on "the perils of independency" and then the other on "the perils of
ecumenicity, "^9 Both of these, he argued were extreme movements, with
the spirit of independency best exemplified by the extreme right wing of
orthodoxy (the A.C.C.C. and the I.C.C.C.) while the spirit of ecumenicity
was represented by the N.C.C. and the W.C.C. It was his considered
opinion that each of these movements has its own tensions and perils. In
a series of contrasts he says:
Independency tends to be intolerant. Church Unionism to be
tolerant. The former moves in the direction of exclusivism, the
latter toward inclusivism. One holds a low view of the Church in its
visible and historical aspects, and the other a high view. The one
glorifies separateness, while the other reaches out toward ecclesi-
asticism. Independency remains highly creedal in minute detail, while
Church Unionism becomes vague and ill-defined in theological basis.
One can easily become Pharisaic, the other Sadducean.^^
In a discussion of the evangelical attitude toward ecumenicity there are
disagreanents among evangelicals at various points, but the general tenor
of evangelicalism reveals a number of noticeable attitudes or distinctives.
First, it wotild appear the evangelicals are more conscious than
fundamentalists of the need to carry on an exchange of ideas with liberal
^^Carl F. H. Henry. The Uneasy Conscience of Modem Fundamentalism
(Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1947), pp. 57 ,"237
19^Carl F. H. Henry. "The Perils of Ecumenicity," Christianity
Today, I (November 26, 1956), 20-22.
20^ Henry. "The Perils of Independency," p. 20.
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and neo-orthodox theologians, Richard Curtis quotes Vernon Grounds as
stating that an "evangelical can be organizationally separated from all
Christ-denying fellowship and yet profitably engage in an exchange of
21ideas with men who are not evangelicals," In companion articles in
Christianity Today, G, C, Berkouwer, professor at the Free University of
Amsterdam and John A, Mackay, president emeritus of Princeton University
consider vAiat conservative evangelicals and ecumenists can leara from
each other,^ After alluding to the fears of evangelicalism concerning
the ecumenical movement, Berkouwer expresses the belief that one does not
have to approve of a movement or join it in order to learn something from
it. He then sets forth tvTo things that evangelicalism may learn from the
ectomenists, first the virgent importance of the unity of the Church and
then secondly the dangers of an unbiblical eschatology.
Seven years earlier, Carl F, H, Henry in an article entitled
"Theology in Ecumenical Affairs" suggested that theological enquiry was
a sphere in which conservative evangelicals ought to participate with
ecxamenicists,^-^ Prior to this a very significant event occurred vdiich
found its way into a news headline in The Christian Century with an air
of optimism. Replying publicly to an enquiry from an Episcopal Bishop
regarding the possibility of rapprochement between the N,A,E, and the
21
Quoted by Richard K, Ciirtis, "The New Evangelicalism," Unpub
lished paper, St. Paul, Minnesota, Bethel College and Seminary, p, 18,
22G. C. Berkouwer, J, A, Mackay, "Evangelicals and Ecumenism,"
Christianity Today, X (May 27, I966), 17-23,
23Carl F, H, Henry, "Theology in Ecxomenical Affairs," Chris
tianity Today, III (February 16, 1959), 20,
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N.C.C, President Patil Petticord (who is presently leading a group of
Evangelical United Brethren Churches in the Northwest away from a union
with the Methodist Church) emphatically gave a resounding "no," implying
that he was speaking on behalf of the N.A.E, However, Patil S. Rees, who
was then a past President of the association, sent the Bishop a cordial
reply expressing his interest in participating in informal conversations.
Rees described himself as "a Christian interested in cooperation and
willing to talk about it with other Christians. "'^ Paul S. Rees has
become one of the most sought after evangelicals for any dialogue with
ecumenicists. Such an instance took place at a plenary session of the
Commission on Faith and Order of the World Council of Churches in Bristol,
England on August 2nd, I967 at which time he was asked to comment on the
position or positions taken and the attitudes held by non-conciliar
conservative evangelicals with respect to the W.C.C.
This brings this writer to a second distinctive of evangelicalism
with respect to ecumenicity, namely that the evangelical has protested
what he believes to be doctrinal perversions and heterodox tendencies
within existing ecumenical movements. It is at this point that the
remarks of Paul S. Rees given to the Commission on Faith and Order are
more than adequate. His comments in brief were as follows:
(1) Conservative evangelicals take strong exception to the low view
of Holy Scripture which they identify with the World Council. . . .
(2) Conservative evangelicals strongly suspect that the 'ecumenical
movement' which began in a lively concern for mission and evangelism
has now turned down another street wherein the preoccupation is the
^^"How Much Freedom Has the N.A.E.?" The Christian Century,
LXXril (September 12, 1956), 1045,
"~
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gathering of all the churches into a superchurch, , , , (3) Con-
seirvative evangelicals are, in the main, wary of the sacramentarian
and liturgical trend in the commtinions that carry weight in the World
Council. . . . (4) Conservative evangelicals are less than enthu
siastic over the contemporary insistence that proclamation of the
gospel must be muted for secular man, while service, itself highly
secularized, steps forward to take its place. ... (5) Conservative
evangelicals on the North American scene believe that the WCC does the
churches a disservice by making pronouncements on all sorts of
political, social, and economic issues, thus concealing rather than
reflecting the divisions on these very issues that are to be found
within the affiliated communions. ... (6) Conservative evangelicals
view with apprehension the twin strains of universalism and syn
cretism which they believe are increasingly in evidence in WCC
leaders and WCC literatiire. . . . May I suggest, Mr. Chairman, that
�Faith and Order' give further and fuller attention to conversations
about (a) biblical authority, . . . (b) the sacramental question and
its bearing upon the concept of the nature of the Church, (c) the
witness and work of the Church in the area of social concern, and
(d) the eschatology which relates both to the New Testament witness
on separation and judgment now and separation and judgment in the end.
It is my own considered persuasion that conservative evangelicals
have something to learn and something to give in a more penetrating
exploration of the matters just now indicated. 25
In a somewhat different approach, Carl F. H. Henry in addressing
the United States Conference for the World Council of Churches in May
of 1966 gave his suggestions for building up evangelical enthusiasm for
ecmenism in this manner t
(1) make it a matter of conscience that one-fourth to one-third
of the conciliar leaders are nominated by and from these evangelical
Christians; (2) assign the leadership of the W.C.C. Committee on
Evangelism and a majority of its membership to churchmen vrtio support
biblical evangelism, and not to those vrtio repudiate it; (3) restore
the Bible to proper centrality in the chvirches as the authoritative
norm by which all pronouncements are to be tested; (4) encourage
denominational publishing houses to seek out religious literature
that advances biblical Christian faith instead of exploiting devia
tions; (5) seek proportionate representation for articulate
evangelicals in the administration and faculty of all Protestant
25paul S. Rees. "Remarks Made at a Plenary Session of the
Commission on Faith and Order of the W.C.C," pp. 1-2 (Mimeographed.)
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colleges; (6) call a moraterim on official ecclesiastical endorse
ments of political legislation tintil the churches agree on a proper
role in public affairs, and refer legislators directly to their
political constituencies for their views; (7) seek a renewal of moral
conscience among the churchgoing multitudes by emphasizing divinely
given principles of conduct and haunting the souls of men with an
inescapable sense of public responsibility. 2�
Often the evangelical standpoint appears to be negative in char
acter, but the evangelical often does recognize the worthwhileness and
effectiveness of such an ecumenical movement as the W.C.C, in certain
areas of woiic and witness. It is his overwhelming fears that offset the
appreciation. Rightly or wrongly, evangelicals fear lest, in the course
of time, the W,C.C. may become a threat to the liberties of those who,
for reasons of conscience, have chosen to remain outside its membership.
Evidence of this has been observed nationally, where the Federal Council
and the National Council of Churches sought to restrict the fundamen
talists on the radio and television, charging that they gave a distorted
view of the Protestant faith. The W,C,C, in process of time could, it is
feared, easily move from the position of being a consultating body to
becoming a controlling one.
Furthermore, evangelicalism is suspicious of a unity where so much
emphasis is placed at the organizational level. It is not convinced,
either, that the coming together of so many diverse elments in this way
is in fact going to contribute either to the spiritual power or vitality
of the church as a whole. There is a danger lest ecclesiasticisra replace
fellowship. Sympathy for this position was given recently in a radio
Carl F. H, Henry, Evangelicals at the Brink of Crisis (Waco,
Texas: Word Books, I967), p, 98,
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interview by Bishop Gerald Kennedy (vjho would not consider himself an
evangelical) of the Methodist Church commenting on CCCU,^*^ He
expressed a strong disapproval of the merger plan, for this, he said was
not the answer to solve the church's ills.
Evangelicals with some sense of history, appear to request an
assvirance that in these schemes for the reunion of Christendom there will
be adequate safeguards to preserve those religious liberties inherent in
Protestantism which were bought at the price of martyrdom. They fear a
totalitarian church as much as a totalitarian state.
Evangelicalism is further concerned about the possibility of the
W.C.C. and the N.C.C. becoming a political force. It is feared that
there is the distinct danger these bodies may develop on quasi-political
lines in the same way that the Roman Chvirch has done.
Finally, evangelicals have been disconcerted over the minimizing
of the role of theology in ecumenicity. Although this age witnesses a
return to theology, and especially biblical theology, yet it is observable
that much ecumenical literature depreciates theology lest the foimation
of a common church structure be hindered.
The third attitude, or distinctive of evangelicalism, is the desire
for an evangelical definition of ecumenicity. Inasmuch as advocates of
ecumenicity are not always agreed about the nature of the unity th^ are
purportedly seeking, evangelicals must be actively engaged in making clear
27see C.O.CJJ. (Cincinnati, Ohio: Forward Movement Publications,
1966); James l-fontgomery Boice. "I Believe in COCU?" Christianity Today,
XI (April 28, 1967), 3-6.
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�what is the true and biblical sense of ecximenicity as they see it,'^"
Among those making an attanpt along this line^^ is J, Marcellus Kik vdio
in 1957 wrote:
Eciomenism is the movement in the \iniversal visible church upon
earth by which, under the influence and guidance of the Holy Spirit,
the church comes into the xinity of the faith and of the knowledge of
the Son of God unto the measure of the stature of the fuljLness of
Christ.30
Again with an emphasis upon the necessity of a visible church,
Addison H. Leitch states that in spite of the view of the church as an
organism, the more important emphasis lies on a concept of the church as
a visible organization. He writes:
Whatever the drag of organization and the t^nptation to lose the
primary task of the church in the viheels and gears of a great denom
inational enterprise, we do not understand the necessities of our
task tonless we see the unfortunate necessity of visible organiza
tion.^^
One of the reasons given by some evangelicals to validate their
emphasis upon a visible church organization is that this is the Scriptxiral
''^"See companion articles, Patrick C. Rodger, C. Darby Fulton.
"Organic Church Union: Are Chxirchmen Ready?" Christianity Today, X
(November 5, 1965), 4-8.
^^J. Marcellus Kik. Ecumenism and the Evangelical (Philadelphia:
Presbyterian & Reformed, 195'8); W. Stanley Mooneyham, (ed. ) The Dynamics
of Christian Unit;^ (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, I963); Clyde W. Taylor.
"Evangelicals Examine Ecmenicity, " United j>7angelical Action, XXII
(April, 1963), 14-16, 20-21; G. W. Broxniley. The Unity and Disumty of
The Church (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1951); Jules M. Nicole. "True
Ecumenicity," Th� Gordon Review, II (May, 1956), 70-74; II (September,
1956), 102-106; II (December, 1956), 135-138.
^^Kik, o�. cit., p. 3,
Addison H. Leitch. "The Primary Task of the Church," Chris
tianity Today, I (October I5, I956), 12.
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pattern. The biblical basis for such a declaration is fovmd in the great
intercessory prayer of Christ just before His death, namely John 17:21-23,
It is maintained by some evangelicals, on the basis of this passage, that
Christ was praying for a visible unity among the believers which would be
an outward testimony that would impress the world. In commenting upon
this passage, Billy Graham has stated:
Jesus Christ clearly was speaking of visible unity such as can be
seen by the world. His motive for praying was that the world might
believe and the world might know. He prayed for unity among
believers as the Trinity is united. While none of us can understand
the Trinity, yet we know there is a distinction of persons. There
is a kind of unity in diversity, a unity compatible with variety, and
it is this pattern which Christ lays down for the church,
Graham would therefore, conclude that "In the prayer that our Lord offered
in John 17 , � , it is clear that Christ means visible unity such as can
be seen by the world, "^^
Harold J, Ockenga, too, interprets this passage as viewing a
visible unity of believers, for he states, "The heart of this prayer is
for the unity of all believers then existing and to come as a witness to
the v7orld, 'That the world may believe that thou has sent me,*"^^ He
further remarks "It is obvious that the purpose of this unity was to be
a testimony to the world. If it is to be such a testimony, it must be a
^^Billy Graham, "Fellowship and Separation," Decision, II
(August, 1961), 1,
^^Billy Graham, "Billy Graham on Separation," Eternity, IX
(November, 1958), 17.
^^arold J, Ockenga, Our Evangelical Faith (Grand Rapids:
Zondervan, 1946), p, 68,
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visible tonity,"^^ J, Marcellus Kik follows by dogmatically asserting
that, "Those who would belittle church unity must quarrel with the
position of Christ, He definitely prays the Father to establish a visible
xmity among his followers that the world may believe in his mission, "^^
\I�ih regard to the specific verse, John 17 J 21, the same writer affirms
again:
Christ's supplication, vdthout a doubt, does press for visible
chvirch unity. , , . Surely the world would be more inclined to
believe the divine mission of Christ if unity among professing
Christians were perceptible, � , � The church united in faith, love,
worship and purpose would not fail to impress the world and engender
respect for her Leader, 37
On the other hand, Clyde W, Taylor writing in the United Evan
gelical Action calls evangelicals to act according to the follovdng
direction:
... John 17 vdthout doubt has implications for Christians
today. Evangelicals are unanimous in agreeing that this prayer only
concerns God's children, those vrfio have been born again by faith in
Christ, who have become children of God.
We conceive of any effort to fulfill this prayer of Jesus Christ
by other means to be a travesty of the true intention of our Lord.
The mere fact of pulling together vast numbers of so-called Chris
tians regardless of whether or not they have been born again, simply
because they bear the name of Christian can never be interpreted as
true oneness in Jesus Christ,
We agree that it does not limit itself to a spiritual or invisible
unity. It demands some visible evidence, V7e believe that this
evidence should be for positive purposes, not merely a protest against
the ecumenical movement. On the other hand, evangelicals who 'stress
^�^Ibid. , p, 69,
36j, Marcellus Kik, "That They May Be One," Christianity Today, I
(January 21, 1957), 16,
^''ibid.
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the positive* must not forget that the New Testament does denounce
heresy, (Galatians 1:9)
We do not accept the implication that we need either organic union
or uniformity. We believe that there can be diversity in organiza
tion, theological and political emphases in the church. We are
convinced that it is absolutely necessary to agree on basic essentials
of the gospel,
A key word for evangelicals is fellowship. We are convinced that
the unity which Christ prayed for should be manifest in fellowship
and visible co-operation on a spiritual basis, 38
On the basis of these convictions, Clyde Taylor encourages the establish
ment of evangelical fellowships at the national and regional levels.
The literature affords many such examples of an evangelical inter
pretation of ecumenicity in light of biblical evidence. It wotild appear
that the evangelical attitude toward ectomenicity is not an easy thing to
define. Evangelicalism wants the freedom to converse with liberals and
neo-orthodox churchmen, and yet wishes to maintain the right to criticize.
Evangelicalism wants fellowship with other conservative brethren, while
maintaining the right to warn against the dangers of the spirit of
independency. Evangelicals consider with some reserve any call for
ecumenical cooperation that would possibly blunt the imperative of world
evangelization as Christ's first and final command to the church.
There appears to this writer an ambivalent attitude with regard
to ecumenicity which is sometimes characterized by vagueness, Carl F, H,
Henry suggests that perhaps this has been typical of the evangelical *s
thought because a mediating position
�^Clyde W, Taylor, "Evangelicals Examine Ecumenicity," United
Evangelical Action, XXII (April, I963), 20,
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� � . is not so easily defined since the lines are not so sharply
drawn. It subscribes to some concepts of each of the extremist
groups, but opposes others, finding its rationale in a mediating
view, or perhaps better described as a perspective above the extremes.
Extreme positions are easier to perceive and less difficvLlt to defend
to the popxilar mind. Whether they are truer is a matter for debate,39
III, COOPERATIVE EVANGELISl^
Perhaps the most tragic example of the disagreement existing
between evangelicalism and fundamentalism to be fovmd is in the varying
attitudes tovrard the evangelistic ministry of Billy Graham, It would
appear that the most severe criticism of Graham has come not from the
theological left but from the right. It is understandable why the
liberals would be critical of Billy Graham's methods in evangelism, but
it is difficult for most people to understand why ftndamentalists have
resorted to a campaign of vilification to discredit his ministry. These
attacks by men such as Carl Mclntire, John R, Rice, and Bob Jones, Sr,
and other representatives of the A.C.CC, serve to magnify the essential
division within orthodoxy over the issue of separation. The point of
contention actually emerged in the formative years of BiUy Graham's
evangelistic crusades, during the years 1945-49*
In this period, ��presumably under the tutelage of Ockenga, Graham
modified his style, moderated his sensationalism, expressed a distaste
for interdenominational feuds, and deplored 'fumbly fundamentalists' who
destroyed their effectiveness by intolerance, narrow-mindedness, and
sectarianism. He expressed his own willingness to fellowship with all
Carl F, H, Henry. ��Perils of Independency, �� p, 21,
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bom-again believers, and announced a decision to refuse any invitation
to conduct a revival that was not tendered by a majority of the Prot
estant clergy of the host city,"^ The key statement is the insistence
of Billy Graham to conduct his evangelistic campaigns with ecumenical
support that transcends the boundaries of conservatism. As a resxilt he
has been criticized because of his association with modernists and
liberals vrfao have often appeared on the sponsoring committee of his cam
paigns. It has been Graham's intention to "preach the Gospel wherever
he can and to accept and even seek the cooperation of all the churches-
including some who are liberal� "^^ as long as there are no strings
attached to his message. On the other hand, the ftmdamentalists object
saying, "Old-time Bible-believing fundamentalists insist that the Bible
clearly forbids yoking up with unbelievers even though one's motives may
appear to be good.**^^
Purtheimore, in addition to the above objection, fundamoitalists
question the value of sending those making a profession of faith in
Jesus Christ at a crusade back into liberal churches. There has been
some concern among those associated with the Billy Graham Evangelistic
Association over the fatality rate of new Christians and it is suspected
that a major cause is the proceduji'e of recommending the new convert back
1965), p. 385.
^^Robert 0, Perm, Coooerative Evangelism (Grand Rapids; Zondervan,
1958), p, 8.
^2john R, Rice, "Billy Graham's New York Crusade," Sword,
(April 19, 1957), 2,
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to his ovn church (with the exception of the Greek Orthodox, Roman
Catholic and Judaism) rather than to a known evangelical congregation.
This phenomenon gives support to the claims of the fundamentalist.
In a defense for cooperative evangelism, Robert 0, Form in
Cooperative Evangelism has offered evidence from both the Scriptvires and
history to show that Billy Graham's methods are neither vmbiblical nor
markedly different from those of other great evangelists such as
Jonathan Edwards, George VJhitefield, John Wesley, Charles V. Finney,
Dwight L, Moody and Billy Sunday, In his concluding paragraphs Form
states:
The cooperative policy of evangelism leaves the door open for the
entrance of any and all who desire to have the Gospel preached with
unparalleled effectiveness, , , , One of the tragedies of con
temporary Christendom is that some once-honored and used evangelists,
men who once knew the power of God in their preaching and vAiose
altars were once filled with repentant sinners, no longer preach the
Gospel with power, much of their time being apparently spent with
others of like mind in concerted attack on some of God's servants.
By word of mouth and printed page there continues to pour forth a
volume of criticism, abuse and even distortion which must bring great
joy to the enemies of the Cross,^3
The year I968 brought with it an air of optimism and visions of
greater accomplishments in the work of co-operative evangelism when
leaders of three evangelical groups competing for the allegiance of
students on the campuses of universities met together in Denver, Colorado
on January 29th and 30th, Attending the meeting were John W, Alexander,
general director of Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship in the United
States; Lome Sanny, president of the Navigators, Bill Bright, founder
^^Ferm, oo, cit,, p, 94,
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and president of Campus Crusade for Christ, International; and Wilbur
Sutherland, general director of I.V.C.F, in Canada* The four reported
that the purpose of their meeting was to become better acquainted -with.
each other's ministries, and explore ways in which these ministries
cotild complement one another in the task of reaching the youth for
Jesus Christ*
With an assurance that there was no compromise in the proclamation
of the Word of God, and a change in the procedure of establishing the new
converts, this writer foresees the possibility of a healing of the divi
sion between fundamentalism and evangelicalism in the area of cooperative
evangelism.
CHAPTER IV
EVANGELICALISM AND SOCIAL ETHICS
I. THE UNEASY CONSCIENCE OF FUNDAMENTALISM
In the 1920 *s and 30 *s many fundamentalists considered social
decline a m.ark of the last days, an inescapable prelude to the second
coming of Christ, The fundamentalist often "reacted against the errors
of those theologically liberal religious leaders who identified the
Christian message with a call to social reform,"^ In reaction against
liberalism's social gospel, fundamentalists frequently lost interest in
humanitarian endeavors and tended to permit the concern for the applica
tion of the gospel in social vrelfare to fade and evaporate, and thus to
accept the status quo with the attending injustices. The Rev, Bruce
Reed, director of Christian Teamwork in London, England in an essay
prepared for the Department on Church and Society of the World Council
of Churches writes:
In his attack upon the 'social gospel' the evangelical frequently
denies the validity of social ethics for the Christian, and is con
sequently unable to see the way God is acting in every situation
and area of human activity, 2
What is allegedly true of the contemporary evangelical was certainly true
of the fundamentalist prior to 1940, In fact, ftmdamentalism made the
inevitability of social decline a part of its creed,
^David 0, Moberg, Inasmuch (Grand Rapids, Eerdmans, 19^5 )� P� 18.
'^Bruce Reed, "Biblical Social Ethics: An Evangelical View,"
Christian Social Ethics in a Changing World, (ed, ) John C, Bennett (New
York, Association Press, 19^6), pp, I05.
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The second major reason that fundamentalists generally ignored the
social implications of the gospel was their misinterpretation of escha
tology. It would appear that they had a pessimistic outlook which viewed
conditions as going from bad to worse. Therefore, the fundamentalist saw
his task as one of saving souls through personal evangelism.
Third, the "gospel of individual piety" interfered with their
Christian social concern, "All too often," writes David Moberg, "waiting
for His coming has taken the place of working until His coming, "^ The
inevitable result is that this individualism leads to an aloofness from
social concern.
The immediate effect of the renaissance of fundamentalist eru
dition was an uneasy conscience among evangelical scholars concerning the
state of fundamentalism's social policy. Regarding this state as
extremely inconsistent with Christian commitment, evangelicals began to
plead for the application of the gospel in the m.ore constructive spheres
of social welfare,
Harold J, Ockenga writing in 19^6 criticized fundamentalism in
this manner:
Regeneration is an experience, rather than a doctrine. The great
criticism of fundamentalism is that Christianity is limited too much
to the historical, objective, dogmatic truth without a carry-over
into life. The movement called Fundamentalism has been too much con
cerned with orthodoxy and too little concerned with life. Christians
have been counted by giving assent to a system of truth rather than
by experiencing new birth. Dead orthodoxy can be as great a reproach
to Christianity as \inbelief , The tragedy is that character trans
formation has not occurred in the proportion -wMch it should have
occurred. The carry over is lacking. The cross has not become a way
^David 0, Moberg, o�, cit, , p, I9,
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of life. It is merely a philosophy to be accepted,^
In 1947, Carl F, H, Henry, attempted to arouse fundamentalists
with his probing of The Uneasy Conscience of Modem Fundamentalism, 5
Henry bemoaned the fact that "Fundamentalism in revolting against the
Social Gospel seemed also to revolt against the Christian social imper
ative, In fact, fundamentalism was inclined to repudiate the efforts
of those who attempted to wrestle with such social evils as "aggressive
warfare, racial hatred and intolerance, the liquor traffic, and
exploitation of labor and management, whichever it may be,""^ Furthermore,
the editor of Christianity Today showed that ftmdamentalism had become
socially ineffective because of its inadequate understanding of the
nature of the Kingdom of God, By regarding the kingdom as exclusively
futuristic and looking upon this world as totally and irrevocably "lost"
it not only indtilged in social pessimism, but became gtjiilty of social
indifference.
In defense of fundamentalism, it is not a valid Judgment to state
that it had altogether abrogated its responsibility in the societal
realm. At the same time, however, this criticism was needed in some
qtiarters as a corrective meastire, although social concern still remained
secondary as evidenced by this remark of Robert Lightner* s:
%arold J, Ockenga, Our Evangelical Faith (Grand Rapids,
Zondervan, 1946), pp, 51-52,
�^Carl F, H. Henry, The Uneasy Conscience of Modem Fundamentali sm
(Grand Rapids, Eerdmans, 194? ) ,
^Carl F, H, Henry, o�, cit,, p, 32,
"^Ibid. , p. 17.
While it is true that fundamentalism needs more concern for social
problems, it ought not be implied that it has no concern, Fvinda
mentalists are concerned, but societal ills are not their first
interest,"
There is something amiss in any Christian doctrinal system that
fails to make the gospel meaningful to the contemporary world. According
to Henry:
If historic Christiajiity is again to compete as a vital world
ideology, evangelicalism must project a solution for the most press
ing world problems. It must offer a fomula for a new world mind
with spiritual ends, involving evangelical affirmations in political,
economic, sociological, and educational realms, local and inter
national. The redemptive m.essage has implications for all of life;
a truncated life results from a truncated message,9
Christianity makes imperative the declaration of the social
relevance of biblical religion and ethics in all spheres of life. Ten
years later, in 1957 Henry stated, , , fundamentalism fails to
elaborate principles and programs of Christian social action because it
fails to recognize the relevance of the gospel to the social cultural
sphere,
As a result of the criticism by evangelicals of the fundamen
talists* stance, a re-alignment of conservatives took place in yet
another area, that of social theory. Fundamentalism remained basically
pre-occupied with perepheral questions of eschatology; while evangel
icalism concerned itself with the contemporary relevance of the gospel.
"Robert P, Lightner. Neo-Bvangelicali sm (Des Plaines, Illinois,
Regular Baptist Press, 2nd ed, , 1965), p. 52,
^Carl F. H, Henry, o�, cit,, p, 68,
^^Carl F, H, Henry, Evangelical Responsibility in Contemporary
Theology (Grand Rapids, Eerdmans, 19577, p, 72,
Dirk Jellema refers to such men as Henry, Ockenga, Ramm, Van Til,
Berkouwer and John Murray as leaders in awakening the social conscience
of conservatism.^^ His article in addition, lists some of the books,
essays and symposia produced by these and other men. He further observes
that "neo-evangelical institutions or even groups dealing with the appli
cation of Christian ethics as yet wotild seem to be in the future. "^^
At this juncture, it is important to note that the claims iden
tifying the social passion of evangelicalism with the liberal social
gospel movement introduced by Walter Rauschenbusch around the tvim of the
century should be evaluated. One writer has carefully categorized
evangelicalism as follows: "This new social concern is actually a
cautious renewal of an interest which was a consuming passion in the
revivalism of the midnineteenth century, "�'�^ This identification was not
taken lightly by evangelicalism as is evident from the following
statement:
We have condemned the so-called 'social gospel,* and rightly so,
for it is one-sided, too, and one-sided in a much more dangerous way.
Certainly our spiritual message is the basic aspect of the gospel.
Nevertheless 5 the gospel does have very definite social implications,
and the true evangelistic spirit must go out to the whole [italics in
the original^ man. And yet so often we lack the compassion of oxir
Lord toward the multitudes in their physical (as well as spiritual)
needs.
^^Dirk Jellema. "Ethics," Contempprary E^/angelical Thought, (ed. )
Carl F. H. Henry (New York, Channel Press, 1957), pp. 130-133.
^^Ibid., p. 132.
Harold DeWolf. Present Trends in Christian Thought (New
York, Association Press, I96O), p. 4^
^^R. W. Lazear. "Fundamentalism* s Facades," Eternity, VII
(December, 1956), 44.
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Henry also adds his voice in opposition to the above identification by
declaring, "The social gospel a generation ago forfeited, even betrayed
the most propitious opportunity for world impact that Protestantism may
ever again see."^-^
In this same article, Henry proceeds to give the main reason for
the failure of the social gospel movement, namely, a lack of challenge
with the Lordship of Jesus Christ, Fundamentalists defend the evangelical
position to this extent: that while the social passion of evangelicalism
r�aains subject to many of the dangers to which the old social gospel
movement fell susceptible, it cannot correctly be identified with this
older movement because of the single fact that evangelicalism emphasizes
the personal aspect of salvation as fomdational to a social impact of
the gospel, Robert Lightner has observed:
The danger does not lie in the present perspective, for it is
based on the necessity of individual redemption rather than an
attmpt to foist Christian principles upon a non-Christian society
as the liberal social gospel did. The danger lies rather in the
possibility of deterioration to what the social gospel became.
Obviously then, the danger in this direction does not lie in what
neo-evangelicalism now believes but in that which its present
emphasis may very well lead it to believe and proclaim,
l"
It may be concluded that while the "social gospelites" emphasized
direct social involvement, the fundamentalist and evangelical built a
strong case for evangelism as the basic solution to the problems of the
day. However, evangelicals went further than the fundamentalist in call
ing for a renewed emphasis upon the social obligations of the Christian,
^^Carl F. H, Henry "The Resurgence of Evangelical Christianity,"
Christianity Today, III (14arch 30, 1959), 4,
^^Robert P, Lightner, o�, cit, , p, 148,
II. A GROWING SENSITIVITY AMONG CONSERVATIVES
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In searching out the growing sensitivity among conservatives this
writer turned to the conservative jotimals and periodicals such as
Bibliotheca Sacra, Christian life. His, Moody IfoivjM^, Christianity
Today, Eternity, United Evangelical Action and the Gordon Review to
observe the emerging expressions of social concern.^''
'^For articles from an evangelical point of view, the Christian
Periodical Index (1956-1965) covers the major conservative periodicals.
The following is a selected list of articles written dxiring the period
of 1956 to 1965 on social concerns. For those articles appearing prior to
1956 and after I965 consult the Bibliography.
P. K. Jewett. "Bnil Brunner* s Social Ethics," His, XVIII
(November, 1957), 40-8; XVIII (December, 1957), 42-8; S. H. Moffett.
"Christians and Social Reform," His, XX (February, I960), 12-16, 25;
"Fight on Smut," Eternity, IX (January, 1958), 35-8; F. S. Leahy. "John
Calvin's Social Consciousness," Christianity Today, III (January 5, 1959),
7-9; T. M. Taylor, "Kingdom, Family, Temple, and Body," Interpretation,
XH (April, 1958), 174-193; Carl F. H. Henry. "Perspective For Social
Action," Christianity Today, III (January I9, 1959), 9-11; III (February 2,
1959), 13-16; R. H, Bube, "New Testament Christianity and the Morality
of Racial Segregation, " Journal of the American Scientific Affiliation,
XII (December, I96O), lO^^^^^i^ce Tensions and Social Change," Chris
tianity Today, III (January 19, 1959), 20-23; G, C, Berkouwer, "Reve
lation: The Christian View," Christianity Today, III (October 27, 1958),
22; E. E, Cairns. "Saints and the Social Order," Christianity Today, III
(September 14, 1959), 9-10; R. R. Roberts, "Social Gospel and the Trust-
busters," Church History, XXV (Summer, 1956), 239-257; D. R. Muller.
"Social Philosophy of Josiah Strong: Social Christianity and Am.erican
Progressivism," Church History, XXVIII (June, 1959), 183-201; A. HedLey,
"Thou Must Save and Thou Alone," Eternity, VIII (August, 1957), 22;
W, H. Judd, 'World Issues and the Christian," Christianity Today, II
(June 23, 1958), 6; L. F. Dean, "Alcohol and the Religious Community,"
The Gordon Revievz, IV (Summer, 1958), 76-84; 0, Eikland, "Christian
Citizen," United Evangelical Action, XVI (January 15, 1958), 493f;
W. D. Reybum, "Christian Responsibility Toward Social Change," Practical
Anthropology, VII (May, I96O), 124-131; F. S, Leahy, "ChrisUanity and
Social Problems," Evangelical Quarterly, XXVIII (October, 1956), 200-207;
A, J, Lindsey. "Church and Social Action," United Evangelical Action,
XVII (July 15, 1958), 227-230 ; K. vanRiessen. "Church and Social Prob
lems," Christianity Today, I (July 22, 1957), 3-5; J. D. Dengerink.
"Christian Concept of Human Society," The Gordon Review, VI (Winter, I96I),
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Bibliotheca Sacra, the theological quarterly published by Dallas
Theological Seminary speaks for a thorough-going dispensationalism. It
is nearly impossible to find a social conscience among people vAio by
their very theological presuppositions and dispensational hermeneutical
fission have abandoned concern for the contemporary world in their hope
for the Messianic kingdom. Again and again one will find expressions
of apologetics designed to eliminate the ethics of Jesus, especially of
the Sermon on the Mount, from contanporary life. Fundamentalism whose
involvement and encounter is circumscribed by a chartism of the "last
days" cannot do otherwise than ignore or repudiate the ethical demands
of today. Bibliotheca Sacra's concern is with another world totally
18
divorced from man's struggles here and now,-^
One of the better earlier expressions of social concern to appear
in the pages of the United Evangelical Action, the official magazine of
82-91; S. R. Kamm. "Social Conscience of an Evangelical," The Asbury
Seminarian, XIX (January, I965), 6-14; Carl F. H. Henry. "Evangelicals
in the Social Struggle," Christianity Today, X (October 8, I965), 5-11;
R. J. St. Clair. "Wow It's the Social Welfare Gospel," United Evan
gelical Action, XX (January, I962), 367-70; J. A. Broger. "Renewal and
Social Concern," United Evangelical Action, XXIV (April, I965), 16-18;
J. D. Murch. "Renewal and the Great Society," United Evangelical Action,
XXIV (May, I965), 6-8; R, Ashcroft. ��We Must Also Meet The Human Need,"
Christian Life, XXIII (March, I962), 32-3.
^^The following statistic has been gleaned from Bibliotheca
Sacra's index covering the years 1934-1966: Only 6 out of 827 articles
appearing dtiring this period dealt with the subject of social issues.
They were as follows: 'p. G. Cosby, "The Effect of Christianity on
Society," (January, 1938); E. W, Hooker, �?Political Duties of Chris
tians," (July, 1944-January, 1945); G, F. Greene, �'What the Working
Classes owe to Christianity," (April-July, 1946); J. A, V/itmer. "Chris
tian Social Responsibility," (July, 1953); J. A. Witmer. "Christian
Civic Responsibility," (October, 1954); C W. Taylor. "The Christian
and World Affairs," (Ap^l, 1965-January, I966).
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the National Association of Evangelicals was an article by Eric Edwin
Paulson, entitled, "Social Justice and Evangelical Christianity,"^^
Referring to social needs he writes:
These are facts that Evangelicals must have the courage to face
intelligently. While recognizing the primary obligation of the
Church for preaching the Gospel of personal salvation we must
confront our people with the responsibility for ministering to the
temporal well-being of mankind. People outside the Christian com
munity have little understanding or interest in theology, but they
are vitally interested in social morality. Therefore church members
irfio solemnly pray, �Thy Kingdom come, thy will be done on earth as
it is in heaven' while remaining indifferent to these basic needs of
their fellow men, will hardly help in convincing the unchurched as
to the validity and relevance of the Christian Gospel, , , , Is it
not high time that those of us who profess to believe that the whole
Bible is the Word of God begin to demonstrate the practicability of
that Word in the development of a sound social philosophy? 20
The author went on to suggest that Christ and the apostles showed much
more concern than fundamentalists in such matters.
In the 1960's there appeared in the United Evangelical Action,
21
four particular articles dealing with social concern. Typical of the
approach is that of James DeForest Murch, long-time editor of the maga
zine who writes:
Evangelicals believe that there must be social results of indi
vidual holiness. These are reflected in the changed lives of men in
business, the professions, labor, capital, government and social
concerns, , , , Evangelicals have it -within their power to speak
^^Eric Edwin Paulson, "Social Justice and Evangelical Chris
tianity," United Evangelical Action, XIV (March 1, 1955).
^^Ibid, , p. 10,
^^John A. Broger, "Renewal and Social Concern," United Evangelical
Action, XXIV (April, I965), 16-18; Paul P, Fryhling, "The Living Church
and a Hungering World," United Evangelical Action, XXV (Nov^nber, 19^6),
10-11, 22; David L, McKenna, "Social Action," United Evangelical Action,
XXVI (April, 1967), 19-21; James DeForest Mxirch, "Renewal and the Great
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with authority in matters of social justice in a way that liberals
cannot speak because their concepts are based upon the revealed
righteousness of a sovereign God, The evangelical approach to and
method for the solution of political and social problems is different
from that employed by liberals. Its approach is grounded in the New
Testament and in the compassion of Jesus Christ, Its method is
redemptive and is expressed through saved individuals, 22
It is obvious from this article and the others that the evangelical
sees the primary task of the church to be the spiritual regeneration of
men. The church is to use its resources of men, money and time to the
ministry of personal redemption. It appears that these authors view
social problems as stemming from man's defiance of both his dignity and
his destiny in the creative design and the order of the universe. There
fore, if society is to be transformed, it must begin with transformed men,
Christianity Today the bi-weekly conservative periodical has made
an heroic effort to combine the traditional evangelical insistence on
the "Fundamentals" of the faith vrith. an awareness and sense of respon
sibility of twentieth centiiry society, Christianity Today annoionced that
it wotild occupy itself with the social questions of the day, and although,
there are frequent articles on "verbal inspiration" and the "Virgin
Birth," this conservative organ refused to equate theological orthodosy
with eschatological dispensationalism, and it has moved in the direction
of its promise of providing conservatism with a voice of social concern.
The editorials have provided a major emphasis on social respon
sibility, and represent serious attempts to aid conservative Christians
Society," United Evangelical Action, XXIV (May, I965),
^^James DeForest Murch, og, cit, , p, 7, 8,
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to understand not only the natiire of economic, political and social
problems, but also to bring such persons to an tinderstanding and accept
ance of responsible Christian action. In the first issue of this journal,
the editor, Carl F, H. Henry wrote in �'Why 'Christianity Today' ?"!
Christianity Today will apply biblical revelation to the contem
porary social crisis, by presenting the implications of the total
Gospel message for every area of life. This, Fundamentalism has
often failed to do. Christian laymen are becoming increasingly aware
that the answer to the many problems of political, industrial, and
social life is a theological one. They are looking for a demon
stration of the fact that the Gospel of Jesus Christ is a transforming
and vital force. We have the conviction tha-^ consecrated and gifted
evangelical scholarship can provide concrete proof and strategic
answers . 23
^
Although this writer has mentioned only three of the periodicals
or jotimals, one will find that they represent the extreme ends of a
continium and the middle. At the extreme right of theological con
servatism stands dispensational fundamentalism, represented by Bibliotheca
Sacra, largely indifferent to contemporary social problems because of its
preoccupation with eschatological chartism. At the progressive left of
the evangelical spectrum one will find Christianity Today courageously
daring conservatives to accept and meet the challenge of this world's
needs. In between are many of "Uneasy Conscience" lacking the courage or
desire to declare themselves something other than fundamentalists. This
appears to be the temperament of the United Evangelical Action and the
Moody Monthly.
23carl F. H. Henry. ��Why 'Christianity Today'?" Christianity
Today, I (October 15, 1956), 20.
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III. THE UNEASY CONSCIENCE OF CONTEMPORARY EVANGELICALISM
A sxxxvey of the literature has shown that evangelicals are involved
in the social question in one way or another. Anyone attempting to make
the Christian gospel heard and practiced has to come to grips at some
point with social and political affairs. Two men, Carl F. H. Henry and
Sherwood Eliot Wirt have produced significant material on the subject of
the evangelical and his social conscience. The former has done more to
awaken the fundamentalist conscience on the question of social ethics
than perhaps anyone else. Due in large measure to his educated
conscience-pricking, today's evangelical is struggling toward a conscious
viewpoint on social questions. Others before him, notably Reinhold and
Richard Niebuhr have chided fvindamentalists for their neglect of social
questions on apocalyptic grounds, but Henry has spoken to fundamentalism
from within the conservative tradition. Three significant writings of
Carl Henry's are "Perspective For Social Action," Aspects of Christian
Social Ethics, and "Evangelicals in the Social Struggle."*^
Just released from the press in the year I968 is The Social
Conscience of the Evangelical, written by Sherwood Wirt, the editor of
Decision magazine, with a foret^ard by Leighton Ford, an associate evan
gelist with the Billy Graham Evangelistic Association. Leighton Ford in
his remarks says Wirt "has given us an exciting evangelical perspective
^ Carl F. H. Henry. "Perspective for Social Action," Christianity
Today, III (January 19, 1959), 9-11; III (February 2, 1959), 13-16;
Carl F. H. Henry. Aspects of Christian Social Ethics (Grand Rapids,
Eerdmans, 1964); Carl F. H. Henry. "Evangelicals in the Social Struggle,"
Christianity Today, X (October 8, I965), 3-11.
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on social responsibility and he has done it vdth candor, vdth courage,
and vdth grace. ... It is notable because the vrriter is not a social
�expert;' ... he is setting his social concern right in the middle of
his evangelistic zeal,"^^
Carl F. H. Henry pointed out in the "manifesto" of evangelicalism
in 1947 the insensitivity of fundamentalism to the social struggle and
since that time has been vrorking tov^ards a viable and meaningful social
ethic for today's vrorld. Later in the article, "Evangelicals in the
Social Struggle," Henry attempted to spell out the differences betvjeen
the liberal and the evangelical approaches to the social question, and
in particular to articulate the evangelical viewpoint.
The evangelical strategy for improving society according to Henry
is for the preaching of the gospel, in order to call men to a new life
in Jesus Christ, and then for those men who make the response of faith
to become the morally regenerate core of society. These men vdll in turn
inspire others.
� � � Evangelical Christianity recognizes that a good society
turns upon the presence of good men�of regenerate sinners whose
minds and hearts are effectively bound to the revealed vdll of God�
and upon their ability to influence humanity to aspire to enduring
values. 2o
Thus the key to social ethics, for Carl Henry, is the presence of
bom again people, rather than the existence of good laws, for he is very
skeptical about the usefulness of laws. Laws, he says, are ineffective
25Leighton Ford. "Foreword," The Social Conscience of the
Evangelical, Sherwood Eliot V/irt (New York, Harper & Row, 19^8), p. vii.
^^Carl F. H. Henry. "Evangelicals in the Social Struggle," p. 10.
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without good people. Laws can only change social structures; they cannot
change people. Changes in environment promise little, because "a change
of environment forces will not transform bad men into good men�let alone
into a good society."^''' But let a person be transformed morally, and he
will soon rise above a bad environment, and having arisen above it him
self, he will soon set about to change a bad environment into a good one.
It wovild appear that in the case of Henry there is not a sufficient
awareness of the nature of the structures of society. A major contri
bution of sociology to the understanding of social life is its revelation
of the nature and effects of the social structures vihich are not readily
perceived by institutional leaders. There are three very important
characteristics of the structure of society, (1) society is more than the
sum of its parts; (2) society has a coercive nature and (3) society is
fundamentally conservative, that is it resists change.
The latter two characteristics would play havoc with Henry's trans
formed person if he did set out to change the bad environment. However
it is his strategy to call for evangelistic preaching first from the
pulpit and then secondly by individuals in their everyday life. This
evangelistic approach in its idealistic form is good. But does this help
one toward a social ethic? Carl F. H. Henry has said that there is little
point in changing environment, for vAxen a man emerges, transformed from a
bad environment, he will not be long in setting out to change the envi
ronment. Buy why should he? Will he not too continue to foster the
^Ibid.
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individualistic approach of evangelism? It seems to be a questionable
method to encourage the second generation of regenerate men to alter the
environment when by the terms of Henry's own ethics, changing the envi
ronment is of dubious worth.
The impression one receives from reading Carl Henry's works is
that evangelicals do not yet have a social ethic, but they do have a
personal ethic for regenerate individuals. Evangelicalism still needs
to find an ethic that will focus its attention on a "both/and" approach
of changing the individual and changing the social structures. While on
the one hand conservative theology has tended to view the nature of
society as being determined by the nature of the individual, and Marxism
for example on the other hand has seen the opposite,^� the necessary
emphasis would appear to be a dynamic interaction of the two. To say
that the individual is a creature of society or that the individual is
the crucial factor in changing society is to make two half-truth
statements.
With the announcement of the forthcoming publication of Sherwood
Wirt's The Social Conscience of the Evangelical for I968, hopes were high
that the evangelical social ethic long sought after would be revealed
but this writer is very disappointed with what has been articulated. At
too many crucial points, Wirt is halting and ambiguous. On the one hand,
for example, he does not condemn official, corporate church social and
political annoioncements. Wirt endorses the social principles adopted
Roger Mehl. "The Basic of Christian Social Ethics," Christian
Social Ethics in a Changing World, (ed. ) John C. Bennett, pp. W-VJI
'
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in 1908 by the Federal Council of Churches of Christ in America, regis
tering no protest to such action by a council of churches, ^9 j^g regards
merely individual Christian social action against social injustices, he
asserts, "individualism is not enough, , , . The evangelical's social
conscience requires that he play his part as a member of the team of
humanity, , , , It is in this role, rather than in the stance of the
pristine rugged individualist, that the evangelical Christian can make
his best contribution,"^^
To offset these words, he suggests rules that should govern such
pronouncements by corporate bodies on social matters. He says that
(1) they "shotild deal with the heart of the moral issue and where possible
shoiild be couched in general rather than specific terms;" (2) that "while
it is sharing the VJord of Christ with, and proposing solutions to the
world at large, the Church should tidy its oxm yard;" (3) that the "voice
of the churches in public matters might carry far more weight if it were
heard more sparingly, and then only on the gravest issues, "-^^ Why the
church should speak to the heart of moral issues only in general, non
specific terms, and why it shovild speak only to the most grave moral
issues, is not indicated. Nonetheless, in prescribing rules that govern
such church pronotincements on social issues, Wirt does endorse the right
of the Church, within these limits, to make such pronouncements. At this
^Sherwood ELiot Wirt, The Social Conscience of the Evangelical,
pp. 41-43.
30lbid, , pp.
^^Ibid. , p, 134,
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point, Wirt disagrees vdth those evangelicals who deny the Church the
right to make such pronouncosients.
On the other hand, however, in the same book Sherwood Wirt asserts
that "most evangelicals would say it is one thing for Christians to
express and act on their convictions on public issues," and for individual
"ministers to escplain how they would apply Christian principles to the
matters rending the world today, , , . But it is quite another thing for
a corporate chxirch denomination to speak authoritatively on such issues
in the name of all its members, "^^ The over-all tenor of the book shows
Wirt�s endorsement of this view, contending that the Church has no
authoidty to speak unless it can speak "in the name of all its members,"
The nature of the Church as portrayed in The Social Conscience of the
Evangelical is individualistic, and wotild appear effectively to silence
the corporate voice of the Church on social matters.
On the problem of social "structures" it is encouraging to notice
that Wirt recognizes that:
One of the liveliest debates in church circles today involves what
is called the 'conversion* of the 'power structures,' The very
ejqjression 'power structure' is unfamiliar to many evangelical ears.
It means a government, an army, a corporation, an institution, or any
aggregation of influence in a complex of human relationships. Some
chtirchmen are maintaining that the conversion of the power structure
needs to be emphasized more than the winning of individual men and
women to Jesus Christ, , � , Used in our present sense, structure]
is a relatively \instable arrangement of human beings in some kind of
cluster, such as a state government. In this cluster the components
are continually changing, A shift in control at the top occurs, and
policies that were supposed to be rigid and permanent suddenly change.
32ibid. , p. 133.
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Whatever else may be said about a human power structure, it is
variable and tinpredictable,33
However, such an understanding of social structures would lead one
to agree with Leighton Ford's comment that Wirt was not a social "expert."
It is upon the basis of his understanding of the church and social struc-
txires that Wirt follows the pattern set by Henry, and Murch in advocating
the individual penetration of society to transform it.
There is every evidence that in contrast to fundamentalists,
evangelicals have acqtiired a measure of social concern. A recurring
theme appearing in the literature under review is for the evangelical to
be involved in social matters, and even in some cases in overt social
action. The basis for this call is the Word of God which challenges men
to pursue social righteousness. There appears however, a snag in the
pursvdt of a social ethic by the evangelical. He is faced with (1) the
fear of the social gospel stigma; (2) the rugged individualism to which
conservatism by its apparent nature is committed; and (3) the ever-
present interest in eschatology in certain evangelical circles which
preclude a social concern.
33ibid. , pp. 131-132
CONCLUSION
The person who is up-to-date with the contemporary theological
scene realizes that fundamentalism is one of several conservative move
ments that has arisen in Protestantism since the Reformation. Funda
mentalism itself should be dated approximately around the early l900�s
when the first volume of The Fundamentals appeared. By the end of the
twenties the vigor and aggressiveness of the movement was fading, and
in the thirties fundamentalists were generally subdued and even on the
defensive. The forties were a period of transition and regrouping during
which evangelicalism merged as a respectable option in theology.
Probably several factors have contributed to this fact and may be found
in a scrutir^ of the history of the movement.
~
First, a major factor vMch can be cited as contributing to the
grovrth of evangelicalism is the presence of the National Association of
Evangelicals, -sriiich has provided articulation for the movement on the
national level. The V/orld Evangelical Fellowship which binds together
individxial world organization has given international scope to the
movement.
Second, there is the apologetic literature stating this point of
view which is now flowing from the presses of not only evangelical pub
lishers (such as Eerdmans, Baker, Zondervan, Revell and Channel Press)
but also from Macmillan, Harper & Row, and Prentice-Hall. The impact of
evangelicalism has been particularly observed through and exerted by the
emergence of leading religious periodicals such as Christianity Today,
Decision, Eternity, His, and United Evangelical Action which have taken
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up the cause. In addition, the evangelical concern for sovind scholarship
has been reflected in the strengthening of existing scholarly conservative
jovimals and the appearance of new journals, such as The Gordon Review,
the Journal of the American Scientific Affiliation, the Evangelical
Quarterly, The Asbury Seminarian and the Reformed Journal.
Third, there has been the influence of educational institutions.
In this regard. Fuller Theological Seminary, Trinity Evangelical Divinity
School, Conservative Baptist Theological Seminary in Denver, Colorado,
Gordon Divinity School, and Asbury Theological Seminary are primary
e^ramples, of schools vdth full or partial accreditation from the Associ
ation of American Theological Schools vjhich are committed to evangeli
calism. Contemporary evangelicalism has achieved a greater measure of
intellectual respectability than its forbears, the fundamentalists.
Fourth, probably one of the greatest single factors in the grovrth
of contemporary evangelicalism has been the influence of the evangelist,
Billy Graham. Graham's poptilarity as an evangelist and his success have
given him a position from which he is able to influence the thinking of
more Christian people than perhaps any other individual alive today. "In
him we have seen the phenomenon of an evangelical who crossed all theo
logical lines in his work while maintaining a strictly orthodox position.
His vrork has not been disregarded by those of other theological convic
tions and has coiq)elled them to rethink the basis of their approach."^
Graham's opinions are propagated by means of all types of mass media
%arold J. Ockenga. "Resurgent Evangelical Leadership," Chris
tianity Today, V (October 10, I96O), 11.
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and his statements carry authority with many in all walks of life.
The historical study of evengelicalism has revealed a fifth factor.
Under the wise leadership of Harold J, Ockenga, a churchman, not less
than three of the preceding factors received his inspiration and guidance.
The minister of Park Street Congregational Church in Boston, was a key
figure in the founding of the National Association of Evangelicals, in
the emergence of the evangelist Billy Graham and the establishing of
Fuller Theological Seminary,
The mainstream of American evangelicalism carries currents from
many streams of theology, with Calvinism and Arminianism often merging
in the theology of its members and adherents. Evangelicalism entertains
the erudite reformed theology of a Charles Hodge of Princeton, and the
Arminian theology of Wesley, However, intellectually, and probably
numerically, a modified Calvinism wields the most influence on evangel
icalism. An illustration of this can be seen in vieid.ng the list of
regular contributing editors for Christianity Today, where only
Paul S, Rees and Harold B. Kuhn represent the Arminian tradition.
The first of the areas covered in this research, "the evangelical
and Scripture," pointed out a tendency to reconsider and restate the
doctrine of inspiration and revelation. The reconsideration of this
subject by evangelicals was prompted by neo-orthodoxy�s great mphasis
placed on the Bible, and the evangelicals* unhappiness with the funda
mentalist's method of delineation of the doctrine of biblical inspiration.
Among evangelicals there is a willingness to grant the possibility of
differences of interpretation, although some apprehension is evidenced
among certain scholars.
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With respect to ecclesiology, the evangelical has repudiated the
separatist position and expressed his desire to be involved in ecumen
icity, while actively pursuing the course of cooperative evangelism. One
of the general objectives that the evangelical wishes to see achieved is
a revival of Christianity in the midst of a secular world. He wishes to
retrieve Christianity from its position as a mere eddy, into a full
current of modem life. To realize this end, the evangelical seeks evan
gelical cooperation. While, the evangelical's position on separatism
and cooperative evangelism is clear, the same cannot be said for ecumen
icity. Here the evidence shows an ambivalent attitude.
Unlike fundamentalism, contemporary evangelicalism realized that
the church has a prophetic mission to society. Evangelicals have declared
that they are going to face the social problems which the fundamentalists
tended to evade. In approaching this momentous task they believe that
only by calling individual men to the reality of sin in their lives can
a beginning be made toward a lasting cure for the world's ills. While
such an aim is of great importance and value, the evangelical, as yet has
not in general developed a social ethic, but offers only a personal ethic
for transformed men. There is however an encouraging sign, in that men
such as Carl Henry and David 0. Moberg are striving towards a viable
social ethic that will truly represoit the conservative stance.
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